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LETTER OF TRANSM TTAL
DEPARTMENT OF THE I Emit,

OFFICE O EDUCATION,

Washington 4. C., June, 1933.

SIR: Within a period of 30 years the h-school enroll-

ment has increased from a little over 10 per cent of the
population of high-school age to more t an per50 cent of t at
populatiori. This enrollment is so unusual fdr a secondary

school that it has attracted the attention of Eurgpe, where
only 8 to 10 per cent attend secondary schools.' 'Many
European educators hare said ihat we are educating too
many people. I believe, however, that the people of- the

United States are now getting a new conception of education.

They are coming to look upon education as a preparation for

citizenship and for daily life rather than for the money return

which comes from it. They are looking upon the high school

as a place for their boys and girls to profit at a period when

the3} are not yet acceptable to industry.
In order that we may know where we stand in secondary

education, the membership of the North Central Association

of Colleges and Secondary Schools four years ago took the
lead in urging a study. It seemed to them that it was wise

for such a study to be wade by the Government of the United

%States rather than by a private foundation; for if such an

agency studied secondary education, it might be accused
either rightly or wrongly of a bias toward a special interest.

When the members of a committee of this association ap-
peared before the Bureau of the Budget in 1928, they received

a very courteous hearing. It was impossible, so' the Chief of

the Budget Bureau thought, to obtain all the money which

the commission felt desirable; With the money which was

obtained, $225,000, to be expended over a 3-year period, it

was found impossible to do all the things that the committee

had in mind. It wits possible, however, to study those things

which pertained strictly to secondary education, that is, its

organization; its curriculum, including some of the' more

fundamental subjects, and particularly those subjects on

which a comparison could be made betwée the present and

earlier periods; its extracurriculum, which is almost entirely

new in the past 30 years; the pupil populatidn; and adminis-:

trative and supervisory problems, personnel, and activities.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

The handling of this ,stirvey was intrusted to Dr. Leonard
V. Koos, of the University -of Chicago. With great skill he
has, working on a full-time basis duriAg his free quarters from
the University of Chicago and part tinie during other quarters
brought it to a conclusion.

This manuscript was written by Grayson N. Kefauver, a
part-time specialist, and Victor H. Noll and C. Elwood Draké,
full-time specialists engaged on the National Survey of Sec-
ondary Education. It deals with pupils who attended the
part-tirnè continuation school's four or me:we hours a week
and also with those who attended evening high schools.It was found that as a group, pupils who attended the con-
tinuation schools are slightly lower in intelligence and slightly
older in chronological age than are those in th# full-time high
school: Because 'they come from a sower socio-economic
group, the reason for leaving the full-time sellool w: : fre-
quently the necessity for earning a living for themselves
for their relatives. In general, the enrollment in these con
tinuation schools seems to have reached its peak about 1928
and to have declined somewhat after that time.

The objectives of the evening schools relate chiefly to
vocational education where the scilools are federally aided.
There are a great number of e i es some of which are ex-
ceedingiy short. There seems to be closer integration with
the full-time high school and its purposes where the courses
are not federally aided. The enrollment in these evening
schools has ¡one steadily up from the beginning and has in-
creased very rapidly in the years immediately preceding 1930.
These schools differ from the regular full-time high school intha very few of their pupils are preparing for college.

When considered in connection with full-time high schoolstthese evening salsa and part-time continuation schools
seem to make up a s stem weladapted to a demoracy.

\\ I think the monograph will prove helpful in the further
aevelopment of these special schools and I recommend that it,
ht.) published as one of the monographs in the National Survey
of Secondary Education series.

4espectfully submitted. WM. JOHN COOPER,
like BEcawrA.By OF THE INTERIOR.
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PART-TIME SECONDARY SCHOOLS

CHAPTER I : GENERAL ACCEPTANCE OF PART-TIME
SECONDARY EDUCATION

1. THE TRADITIONAL CONCEPTION OF THE ,§ECONDARY .SHOOL

The development of secondary education has involved the
extension of the program of the schools to serve pupils not
formerly served. In its earliest organization secondary
education was concerned only with those who were interested
in preparing for college and for the ministry. As the college

program expanded, the secondary school included in its
offering subjects preparatory for new forms of college and
professional education. Also, mafiy of the new pupils were

not interested in preparing for college and lacked the calciacity

to succeed in the morfacademic college preparatory subjects.
This program of expansion has continued until it is generally
accepted that the secondary school should provide a program
sufficiently varied to serve the needs of all pupils who seek
admission, or of practically all adolescents. In the past,
however, secondaryeducation has been associated with full-
time attendance at school. Pupils were generally assumed to
have left school when they obtained employment. - The
school was thought to have responsibility only for those on
favorable economic levels and with the inclination to give
their full time to the actiN4rities of the school.

L THE INABILITY OF MANY TO COMPLETE THE FULL-TIME SCHOOL

It has been assumed by many that a fully democratic
secondary school has been achieved in the United States.
The facts do not support this assumption. The school has
beèn open to all who desire admission, but the conditions
have not been made equally favorable for all groups to attend.
Pupils at the lower levels of ability have met with failure in
courses with standards set for their brighter brothers and
sisters. Through failure and advice and the absence of
subject matter adapted to their interests and abilities, the.
pupils less favored intellectually have in large proportions

_
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been eliminated from school. Comparisons of intelligence
measure of pupils who drop out of full-time schools with the
measures for those who remain show striking differences in
the measures of central tvdency for the two groups.

Secondary education has been considered to be democratic
because of the vab4ence of tuition charges. By removal of
charges for tuition the school was thought to have been made
as available for the poor as for the rich. This objective has
been only 'partly attained. Many pupils leave school be-
cause their earnings are needed to support the family or
themselves, or because they and their families are unable to
provide the funds for clothing and .other itéms of expense
associated with attendance at a modern -secondary school,

pils unable to dress as well as their fellows apd linable to
participate in the activities of the school often become con-
scious of their unfavorabli) situation, lose interest in school
work, and seek employment. Comparisons of adolescents
in, school with those who have left school disclose marked
contrasts in the economic status of their parents. Those low
in economic status are often tow also in mental status, but it
canS hardly be\ doubted that economic condiiii13n plays an
important part in the educational careers of many pupils.

It is not the purpose at this point to analyze in detail the
.caus9s of the eliminettizu of pupils from school. Whatever
the explanAtion, many poung people do not, enter, or do not
complete after entering, the program of training provided by
full-time secondary schools. They leave school with levels
of training that would be generally reoçgnized as inadequate
to prppare them to carry the responsibili es which rest on the
members of our present-day complex soci ty.

5. THE COLLAPSE OF TIIE "CAD STORAGE" CONCEPTION
Or EDUCATION

-
I

The period of childhood has been accepted as the period for
schooling, and in the past it ha,s sometimes b ben assumed that
hone can acquire during ,,this peiidd enoug facts and skills
to serve throughout life. Content of subj ften has it.;
justification in the use which pupils will- make of it 'later in
life. There is here an assumption* now generally quesiioned,
namely, that pupils will develop a satisfactory mastery of the
materials that are not of present interest 'and worth to them
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PART-TIMÉ SECONDARY SCHOOLS

and which have only deferred values, and that pupils will
still possess those learnings when needed, even though a con-
siderable period of time elapses between the time of learnihg
and time of use. Critics are now seriously questioning
whether the systematic sbudy during the period of childhood
is adequate éducation in a rapidly changing society for the
responsibilities to be riiet throughout life. It is true that
some skill in the fuhdamentals is acquired and that the be-
ginnings are made in the acquirement of an understanding of
the problems associated with various phases *of living.
Systematic study of the different problems met at the various
times in life should enable one to handle those problems more
iritelligently and provide the basis for continuous development.

Conditions in society and the interests,§nd plans of the
individual change so that we can not predict with a high
degree of certainty the probble nature of the activity qf
an individual at different periods in his life. Data, presented
in the monograph on the Horizontal Organization of Second-
ary Educt4ion (Monograph No. 2 of the Report of the Na-
tional Survey of Secondary Eduqation) indicate that many

, pupils. in high school prepare for occupations while in school
but fail to enter the occupations prepared for. Changes may-

take place in one's occupation which require training for new
activities in the occupation or for a shift to another occupa-
tion. Iew social and economic problems arise which are
complex and which will require instruction to enable many
to understand them. Sue% instruction, in whatever field,

should improve the success and happiness of the inaividual
and increase his value to society.

It is obvious that the school often fails to adapt its program
to the capacities and interests of some 'pupils. Many of the
pupils attending the continuation school were unhappy Angl
unsuccessful in the tasks which the full-time sth6ol set for
them. One (Men hean from workers in continuatón schools
stories of salvaging individuals who weredisorganized by their
failures in the full-time school.

Experiences outside the school Live educational potentiali-
, ties which are often neglected. The valued of v'ocational ex-

periences in a cooperative program of training are prestinted
in Monograph No. 2, entitled "The Horizontal Organization
of lecondary Education." It may be desirable to release

8 1
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

from full-time, attendance at school the pupils who do not
respond to the best program that can be developed for them,
to supervise their activities in the community, and to have
them return to school for brief periods of direct instruction.
A part-time program may be more beneficial for some than
full-time attendance at schools.

4. PART-TIME SCHOOLS AS EXTENSIONS/6F THE PROGRAM OF
SECONDARY ED UCAOUN

The school provisions treated in this monograph are at-
tempts to serve pupils who have left the full-time school.
The continuation schools are day schools serving pupils dur-
ing part of the time, mostly during four or eight hours a week.
These are treated in Chapters II and III. The evening
schools meet, as their name indicates, in the evening, and
serve persons who are employed during the day. These
schools serve mostly) persons who, for various 'reasons, have
not enjoyed a full secondary-school training. They are
treated in Chapters IV and V. In many ways the develop-
ment of these part-time schoUs represents a democratization
of the program of secondary education.
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CHAPTER II : THE PREVALENCE AND PROGRAMS OF

CONTINUATION SCHOOLS

1. THE PREVALENCE OF CONTINUATION SCHOOLS

Number of communities with continuation schools.:Com-
plete data are not available on the number of communities

with continuation schools. The most complete information

is contained in the reports of the Federal Office òf Educa-

tion. In Table 1, data are given for the cities of 10,000 popu-

lation and more which made report to the Office of Education.

In 1930, reports were obtained from 217 cities. This number

is somewhat less than those for 1926 and 1928. It is about

the same as the number for 1922. Slight variations in

numbers might he explained by the failure of a larger number

of schools to make a report in 1930, but large differences are

probably to be explained by differences in number of cities

with continuation schools. One can say with ,certainty that
there has not been an increase in the number of cities with

continuation schools; there has probably been some decrease.

XIBLE 1. Data concerning continuation schools in cities of 10,000
population and morel

Cities reporting
Schools reporting
Enrollment

Item 1922 1926 1928 1930

215 249 241 3 217
314 337 335 282

177, 618 295, te 355, 115 310, 214

I Cities only for which reports were sent to the Federal Office of Education are included.

Number of continuation schools reported.--.--The data on the

number of schools tell muc4 the same story as those presented

for the number -of cities °with continuation schools. The

number for 1930 is smaller than that for the earlier periods,

even less than that for 1922. There has evidently been some

consolidation of the schools in the cities with continuation

schools, as the decrease in the number of schools is much

greater than the decrease in the number of cities with schools.
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

Number of pupils enrolled in continuation schools. Nearly a
third of a million (310,214) were enrolled in the 282 continua-
tion schools in 1930. This number is larger than those for
1922 and 1926, but smaller than the number repoqed for
1928.

The continuation school provides for those who leave the
full-time day school before certain ages and before they have
completed certain levels of training. As pupils remain in
school longer, fewer are required to continue their edvation
on a part-time basis. That is, larger proportions of those
leaving full-time school have attained the age or eduçational
status which excuses them from the requirement to attend
the continuation school. There has been a rapid increase
in the proportions of children of high-school age in the full-
time high school; consequently a decrease is to be expected
in enrollments in continuation schools.

I. PURPOSES OF CONTINUATION SCHOOLS

General purposes similar tg ,purposes of full-time secondary
school 8.The continuation schools have been organized to
serve those young people who have found it necessary or who
have considered it desirable not to continue in the full7time
high school. It has aimed to serve all aspects of their edilica-
tion. The following statement by Prosser comprehends the
social, health, recreational, and vocational aims:

I. Give every youth as a fundamental service, the necessary minimum
of ability tolise the fundamental arts of reading, writing, and figuring.

2. Help him remove those removable physical' defects that are a handicap
to him for life and for work.

3. Some help in his problem of keeping physically fit.
4. Some help in his economic problem of getting and holding a juvenile

job and planning for a more,permanent career.
5. Some help in planning and carrying out activities for his leisure time.
6. Some help in acquiring a love of reading.
7. Some help in acquiring interests, appreciations, and hobbiis.
8. Some help in selecting and practicing desirable social and economic

habits.
9. Some help in acquiring interest and initiative in social affairs.
10. Some help in acquiring desirable social attitudes and working

ideas.'

I Prosser, C. A. Introduction to Franklin J Keller's Day Schools for Young Workers.
New York, The Century Co., 1924. p. u.
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PART-TIME SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Certain objectives stressed in some Situatiow. Not all the
statements of aims of continuation schoolo are so compre-
hensive as the one just quoted. Even though all the aims
may be included, greater emphasis is frequently placed on
some aims than on others. The program in the. State of
California stressed citizenship training, as is indicated by
the following quotation from a bulletin of the California
State Board of. Education: "The underlying purpose of
compulsory part-time education is -to train as far as may be
possible in the short time allowed, for the most important
duties and responsibilities of citizenship." 2 In Massa-
chusetts, chief emphasis is placed on vocational training,
aiming to provide that trainin formerly offered through
apprenticeship but wilich can not be furnished by that
method under modern conditions. Civic training was
considered secondary ato and a by-product of the vocational
training. 3

In New York-, the emphasis is placed on citizenship and
vocational guidance.

The part-time school is not an institution intended to provide train-
ing to make up for deficiencies in the general education of boys and
girls who leave the regular schools between the ages of 14 and 18, nor
is it to be regarded as a substitute for the regular school. Obviously
it is impossible to accomplish in from 4 to 8 hours of instruction a week
that which the full-time schools find it difficult to do in from 25 to 30
hours of work a week. Rather the part-time school will attempt
to make the break between the school life of the child and the work life
of the child less difficult through Borne properly adjusted plan of voca-
tional guidance and vocational training which will take into considera-
tion the practical aspects of an individual's duty as a citizen and his
potentialities as a worker. To this end the part-time school will
concern itself with the explanation in an elementary way of the various
institutions which society has developed for its own protection and
perpetuation and for the welfare of the individuals Who constitute
that society. If will help the child to choose a vocation, to improve
his leisure and. will serve to make him generally a better citiAem.
Ittasfar, as it may be possible, it will give definite training for the
vocatkin which the child chooses and engages in.+

Vocational Education Bulletin No. 23, Part-Time Education, California State Board of
Education, P. 25.

3 Coznpulscry Continuation Schools, Bulletin of ate Department of Education of Massa-
chusetts, No. 111.

4 Organisation and Administratkin of riart-tinie Schools, University of the State of New
York, Bulletin No. 097., p. 21.
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3. LEGAL PROVISION'S FOR CONTINUATION SCHOOLS

First legislation concerning part-time education.-A-The first
law relating to compulsory part-time education was passed
by the Wisconsin Legislature in 1911. Massacbosetts and
New York followed in 1913 and Vansylvarnia in 1915.
The Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 gave much.; mopentum to
the movement, for it provided
. . . that at least one-third of the sum appropriated to any State
(by the Federal Government) for the salaries of teachers of trade,
home economics, and industrial subjects shall, if expended, be applied
to part-time schools or classes for workers over 14 years of age who have
entered upon employment, and such subjects in a part-time school or
class may mean any subject to enlarge the civic or vocational intelligence
of such wprkers over 14 and less than 18 years of age. . . .

The Smith-Hughes Act also set up minimum standards
which the States are required to meet to receive the
Federal aid.

Legal provisions in the vatious Stales.Compulsory part-
time attendance laws had been enacted in 2'i States by 1928.
Fifteen of these States required attendance at part-time
schools for minors up to 16 years of age, one up to 17 years
of age, and 11 up to 18 years, of age. The lower limits of
the continuation-school period is determined by the limits
of compulsory full-time attendance. Fourteen is the com-
mon age at which pupils are perniitted to-leave the full-time
day school, although in several States they can not leave
the full-time school until they are 16 years of agò. The
attainment of a certain grade level serves to exempt pupils
from this requirement on the basis of age. In four States,.
namely, New York, Nebraska, Nevada, and Ohio, a child
must have completed the high-school course before he is
exempt from the compulsory attendance requirement.

Wisconsit has a somewhat unique program in requiring
half-time attendance for pupils from 14 t9 16 years of age.

Any person ibetween 14 and 18 who has completed the period .of
compulsory full-time education and who has not completed tht
equivalent of 4 ,years of school work above the elementary grades,
must either attend a public, private, or parochial school, at least

41bhalf time, or attend the vocational whool ,half time in the day time
until 16 and thereafter 8 hours per week .for 8 months a year until

d%No
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18; provided such schools are provided within 2 tidies and said persons

are physically able to attend.'

The amount of time) pupils are required to spend in the
continuation school varies in other States from 4 to 8 hours

per week.
4. SCOPE OF PRESENT 1NV?STIOATION

Schools approached in canvass of practice. A mailing list

of part-time continuation and cooperative schools was made

up from three swrces: (1) The directory of federally aided
schools published by the Federal Board for Vocational

Education, (2) State directories, and (3) responses to a
preliminary inquiry form which was. sent to city school
systems in the early part of the period of the National
Survey of Secondary Education. A questionnaire was sent
to 973 schools that had signified they offered part-time
continuation or cooperative work; 367 replies were received,

which is 37.6 per cent of the number serit out. Of these,

335 were usable. Two hundred and eighty-three stated
that they offered continuation work only, 29 offered both

continuation and cooperative work, and 23 offered coopera-

tive work only. In this section of the report we are con-
cerned with the 312 schools which devote either all or part
of their attention .to continuation work. Schools offering
cooperative courses are discussed in the monograph on the

Horizontal Organization of Secondary EduCation (Mono-
graph No. 2).

Classification of the schools canvassed.The 312 schools

offering continuation work were next grouped according
to whether or not they received aid the Federal Gov-

ernment under the provisions or th s "th-Hughes Act.
. This seems a logical classification, since those receiving

Federal aid are somewhat controlled by the regulations

governing the distribution of zilch aid. For convenience
the two groups will sometimes be referred to subs.equently

as Group A and Group B. There were 220 schools (Grout)

A) receiving Federal aid as cóntrasted with 92 (GrouP B)
without such aid. The canvass of the federally aided schools

was probably mora complete than that for the other schools,

since all receiving Federal aid were approached.

6 Keesecker, Ward W. Laws Relating to Compulsory' Education. U. S. Department

of the Interior, Bureau of Education, Bulletin 1928, No. 20. p. 09. .
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Location of schools included in study.The sch`oois in-
cluded in the canvass are located in 40 different States,
Although they are somewhat concentrated in certain States.
(Table 2.) The numbers are large in California (38 schools),
Massachusetts (31 schools), Net Jersey (28 schools), New
York (35 schools), and PennsyPhnia (64 schools). Mostof the schools not receiving Wederal aid are located in
California, New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania.
TABLE 2.Number of continuation schools in the various States includedin the investigation

State
Group A

(with
Federal

aid)

Group B
(without
Federal

aid)
Total State

,

,

Group A
(with

Federal
(aid

Group B
(without
Federal

aid)
'

4
1 2 3 4 . I 2 3

,

Alabama. _ _ . _ ___ _ 1 ___ . 1 Nebraska 1 __ _ _ _ _ 1California 18 20 38 New Jersey 13 15 28Colorado_ _ .... _ _, 1 1 New York 25 10 35
_ _

Connecticut_ __ _ _ ___.. . 1 1 North Cnrolina__ 3 3Delaware 2 2 Ohio , 12 1 13

Florida.... __.._... _ 3 Oklahoma 1 1 2Georgia 2 2 Oregon 1 1Illinois . 7 1 8 Pennsylvania__ ___ 33 31 64Indiana ______ ___ 1 1 2 Rhode Inland______ 1 1 2Iowa 4 2 6 South Carolina 1 i
Kansgs...____ _____ 1 1 Tennessee 3 3Kentucky. 1 1 Texas - 5 5Louisiana 1 2 1 2 I tah 2 3 5Maryland 1 1 Vermont 1 1Massachusetts__ _ _ 30 1 31 Virginia 3 3

Michigan_ . - 15 1 18 Washington_ . _ ____ 2 1 aMinnesota ... 3 3 West Virginia 1 1Mississippi _ _______ 4 4 Wisconsin 13 13MisSouri 4 4 ._

Montana ........- --------- 1 1 Total_ _____ _
.

220 92 I 312
,

5. THE PROGRAM OF CONTINUATION SCHOOLS '
Programs include a great variety of subjects.A total of 341

different subjects were reported by the 3120schoo1s. It
should be recognized that some of these subjects cover the
same materials even though they carry different titles, and
iome subjects with the same label may vary greatly in coni
tent. Some of the different subjects listed might have beeii
combined, but it was decided to present a list of the subjects
to given by the respondents even though the procedure
caused some duplication of courses. This fact should be
kept in mind in the consideration of the number,of subjects
offered in continuation schools.
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The subjects which appear in 10 or more schools are listed

in Table 3. These 50 subjects represent the major divisions

of subject matter--academic, industrial, commercial, and
household arts. Only two of these subjects, home economics

and 'dressmaking, appear in as many as a third of the schools.

The percentages of schools offering the subjects in the differ-

ent fields (industrial, academic, commercial, and household

arts), are much similar, indicating about equal recognition of

the different types of courses. The courses with highest fre-

quency appear in from a fourth to a third of the schools in-

cluded in the canvass. A fact not shown in Table 3 is, that
some of the ciontipu4tion schools have a yrograrn largely voca-

TABLE 3. Percenicres of schools offering the subjects appearing in 10 or
more continuation schools

Course

Group
A

(with
Fecleral
aid,220)

3

Group

(with-
out

Federal
aid, 92)

industria/ arts

Woodwork
Machine shop
Electrical shop
Mechanical drawing
Printing
A tdo mechanics..

eheral shop
Sheetme'al
Drafting
Plumbing
H ome mechanics_
Gene, metal work _

M anual training__ _ _ _

Trade try-out

Academk

Civics
Arithmetic_ _ _

H ygiene _ _ .....
Science._ _ _

Mathematics
Social science
Current events.. _

C
General continua-

tion!
2:Epg by

Commercial

....

Typing
Bookkeeping

22, 3
17. 3
16. 8
15. 5
13. 6
12. 3
9. 5
& 8
5. t)

5
0

4.
4. 5
2. 7

28. 2
16 0
12. 7
11. 4
& 2
7. 3
6. 4
5. 4
4. 1

L e
3. 6
& 2

27 7
20.0

26. 1
10. 9
8 7

l& 3
4

13. 0
7. 6
4. 3
2. 2

7. 6
9. 8

29. 3
17 4
21. 7
15. 2
4. 3
9. 8
& 4
& 4

10. 9

6. 5
4. 3
& 4

2& 1
12. 0

Total
(312)

23 4
15 4
14 4
15 7
11. 2
12. 5
9. 0
6 1
4. 8
3 8
3, 5
3. 2
5. 4
4 8

28. 5
15. 7
15. 4
12. 5
7. 1
& 0

4
6. 1

77 2
17. 6

Course

Commercial -C on.

Shorthand _ _

Commercial _ _ _ _ _

Salesmanship
Spelling
Business arithmetic _

Baldness practice_ _ _ _

Business English!. _

Office practice
Commercial geogra-

phy

lousehold arts

Home economics____ _

Dressmaking
Cooking
Home nursing
Foods and nutrition _

Millinery.

elated stbj

Industrial geography _

Trade mathematics_

Musk, ark, and craft

Commercial art____
Music
Drawing.

specials

Occupations
Physical education_ _

Group
A

(with
Federal
aid, 220)

2

14. 5 1

10. 0
& 6
& 6
8. 2
6. 8
6. 4
4. 1

3. 6

35. 9
32. 7.
16. 4
9. 1
6. 8
4. 1

3. 6
2. 7

5. 5
3. 6
2. 7

6.8
5.0

Group

(with-
out

Federal
aid, 92)

Total
(312)

3 4

9. 8.
5. 4
3. 3
& 7
6. 5
3. 3
7. 6
3. 3

2. 2

13. 1
R. 7

8. .

7. 7
5. 8
6.
3. 8

3. 2

30. 4 34. 3
37.0 34.0
184 5 17. 0
6, 5 8. 3
2. 2 54
1. 1 3. 2

6. 5
4_ 3

6. 5
6. 5

10

L I
12.0

4. 5
3. 2

5. 8
4. 5
it. I

5. 1
7. 1

1211411r--1*--1
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tional while the programs of otlierzchools are academic, with
emphasis on English and the social studies. Ainohg the dif-
ferent subjects comprehended by the asocial studies, history
appears infrequently. Civics and current events Are more
commonly offered.

Subjects' that appear in fewer than 10 schools have been
listed in Table 4. All the subjects that appear in the full-
time day school appéall in one or more of the schools. The
different academic subjects appear as well as the- various
lines of vocational training. A tOtal of 291 titles are listed.
There are 198 subjects offered only by the schools receiving
Federal aid, 66 offei.ed only by schools not receiving Federal
aid, and only 27 offered by both types of schools.

TABLE 4. Subjects offered by fetter than 10 continuation' schools

Algebra.**
American history.
Amesiran history and ics
Appreciative En
Biology.
Chemistry.
Civics and history.**
Community arithmetic.*
Comipunity life and civics prob-

lem.
Current events and civics.*
Dramatics.*
Economics.**
Elementary sublects.**
English and citizenship.
English and spelling.
French.*
Geography.*
Geography and general science.*
Geometry:1k.*
History.
Household mathematics.*
Ilygieneand occupations.
Industrial physics.

Academic

Industrial relations.
Industrial science.
Italian.
Language.*
Latin.
Literature.
Oral. English.
Pennsylvania history.*
Pharmacy.
Physics.
Physiography.

Related health and civics.
Rhetoric.
Science.*
Social customs.
Spanish.
Spelling and English.*
Study of industry.
Travel geofraphy.
Trigonométry.
United States history.**
United States history anCi civics.*

4

it In the following lista, subjects which do not carry asterisks are offered only by federally
aided schools; those carrying single asterisks (*) are offered only by schools not federally aided
and those carrying double asterisks (") are offered by both groups.

40
.

'a

Physiology.

a

dik
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TABLE 4. Subjects offered by giver than 10 continuation. schoolsCon.

41f1 ustrial arts

Airport mechanics.
Architectural drafting.
Auto electricity.**
Auto ignition.
Battery.*
Beauty culture.**
Blacksmith.
Blueprint reading.**
Boilermaking.
Bricklaying.
C binet making.**
Capentry.
Carjçt manufacturing.*
Draft' ng.*
4ilectric wiring.
Elementary mechanics.
Engraver.
Erecting.
Farm mechanic.
Forging and welding.
Furniture finishing.
Hand composition.*
Ignition and electricity.
Industrial arts.**
Job and commercial presswork.*
Joiner.
Linotype operator and repair.*
Lithography.
Manufacturing.
Masonry.* .

Metallurgy.
Millwork.

Molder.
Newspaper presswork.*
Ornamental iron.
Painting.
Painting and decorating.
Pattern shop practice.
Plastering.
Power machine.*
Power machine (sewing and oper-

ating).
Public and shop safety.
Reed work.
Sheet met3l.*
Shoe bottoming and repairing.
Shoe cutting and fitting.
Shoemaking.*
Shop practice.
Shop sketching and blueprint read-

ing.
Special engineering operator.
Spindle carving.
Steam engineering.
Stonecutter.
Textiles.**
Toolmaking.
Trade dressmaking.
Trade millinery.
Turning.
Upholstery.
Weaving.*
Wood finishing.
Wood turning and cabinet shop.*

Commercial

Banking.
Bookkeeping and commercial

arithmetic.*
Bookkeeping and typing.*
Brokerage.*
Business correspondence.**
Business practice.*
Business science.
Commercad and industrial geog-.

raphy.*
Commercial geQgraphy.*

410

Commercial law.**
Comptometer.
Dictaphone.
Elliott Fischer.
Filing.**
General cleri*l.
Insurance.*
Introductory, blisiness methods.
Journalism.
Junior business training.**
Machine bookkeeping.*

[ 13 ]
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TABLE 4. Subjects offered by fewer than 10 continuation schools Con.

Machine calculation.
Marketing.
Meat marketing.
Millwork.
Mimeographing and

ing.*
Office mfIchines.*
Office practice.*
Patternmaking.

Applied art.
Applied desigu.
Art.
Art °glass.
Art metal.
Band,
Basketry.
Cartooning.
Chorus.
Color theory.
Costume design.
Design.**
Furniture design.
Garment design.
Glee club.

Baking.**
Budgeting.
Child care.**
Child training.
Clothing and textiles.
Dietetics.
Family relationship.

Itood study.
Foods and nutrition.*
Health and child care
Home budgeting.*
Home decoration.
Home management.*

Commercial

multigraph-

fir

Penmanship.**
Penmanship and spelling.
Salesmanship.*
Secretarial practice.*
Stencil cutting.*
Store system.
Store work.*
Typing and commercial English.*
Western Union messenger.

Music, arts, and crafts

Hooked rugs.
Interior decoration.
Jewelry;
Jewelry design.*
Leatherwork.*
Millinery' 4esign.
Music_ (vocal).*
Needlecraft.
Orchestra.
Pewter.
Po-ster and,sign drawing.
Poster work.*
Showcard.**
Stencil design.*

Household art&

Home planning.*
Home projects.
Household management. .

Household practice.
Housekeeping and cleaning.
Housemaids.
Hygiene aild héme care of sick.
Millinery.*
Nursing education.
Pattern alteration.
Table service.*
Tailoring.**
Tailoring and millinery.

[14)
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TABLE 4. Subjects offered by fewer than 10 continuation schoolsCon.

Related subjects -

Apprentice or related drawing.
Chemistry for nurses.
Drafting for plumbers.
Related civics.
Related commercial and academic

subjects.*
Related 'drafting and art.
Related English. a,
Related hygiene. ..k7I

Related mathematics.**
Related plumbing.
Related science. v

Agriculture.
Americanization.
Animal feeding:
Barbering.
Baskei ball.
Cafeteria management.
tivil service.**
Club work.
Commercial and political

raphy. 0
Courtesy,
Dairy husbandry.
Qraphig.
Embroidery design.
Embroidery machine shop.
English for foreigners.
Xvery-day manners.
S.3p1oraiory.
Fabric analysis.
Fiber.
Floral.
Fur cutting.
Fur finishing.
Fur operating:
Gar lent cutting.
Garment =011ie operator.
General improvezhent.
Glove making.*
Hat blocking.
liealtEK*
Bea

It

a

Related work (general).*
Sheet-metal drawing.
Shop mathematics.
Trade drawing.
Trade extensign:

Bricklayers.'
Machitists.

Trade and industrial history.
Trade mathematics.*
Trade science.
Vbcational civics.**

Specials

Health ethics.
Health hygiene.
Hygiene and physics.
Hygiene for workers.**
Job analysis.
Job ethics.
Limp shade making.
Library.*

geog- Lip reading.
Manners and conduct.
Marketing of textiles. t.
Meat cutting.
Mechanical dentigtry.
Nature study.
Novelties.
Occupations.*
Orthography.
Personal affairs.*
Personal appearance.
Personal improvement.,
Personal problems.
Photography.
Physical science.*
Physical training.
Prevocational.
Pulp and paper.
Radio:**
Recreation.
Reed work.*
Silk class.*
Silk industry.
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TABLE 4. Subjects offered by fewer than 10 continuation schoolsCon.
SpecialsContinued

Social period reading. Vocational guidance.
Straw miachine operator. Watch making and engraving.
Swimming. Watch repairing.
Swine. Weaving.
Telegraphy.* Word study.

Provi,§ion for correspondence courses.A small 'prpportion
of the continuation schools supplemented the regular offering
of the schools by the use of correspondence courses. The
percentage following this practice was 6.8 for the federally
aided schools and 6.5 for those not receiving Federal aid.
The courses offered by correspondence include drawing,
short-story writing, dressmaking, cartooning, plumbing and
heating, salesmanship, aviation engine.4, bookkéeping, agri-
culture, chicken raising, house wiring, and pharm'acy.
Cartooning was,the only- subject reported by more than one
school and it was reported by only two schools. The enroll-
mont in these courses almost negligible and they are
apparently offered for only the occasional pupil who has a
desire for some course that could not be provided advantage-
ously in the local situation. The Metropolitan High School
of Los Angéles provided general continuation work of an
academic nature by correspondence for approximately 60

impossiblepup s w o oun it t attend the regular classes
because of home conditions or t nature of their employment.

Provision for part-time co erative training.The great
majority of continuation schools limit the training program
to the time pupils spend in the classroom. Only 13 per cent
of the federally aided schòols reported that they provided
part-time cooperative training and none of the schools not
receiving Federal aid reported this practice. The courses of-
fered by the cooperative method, the enrollment, and other
details of cooperative training are given.in the monograph on
the Horizontal 'Organization of Secondary Education already
referred to. .

Provision for fuli-iinte 8hort-11ml vocational cour8e8.Many
workers have felt the need, especially in recent years, for
full-time short-unit courses to secure training in some new
development or process in their occupation or to prepare
themselves for a new occupation. Such courses are offered
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in nearly half (47.2 per cent) of the schools receiving Fed-
eral aid and in 4.3 per cent of those without aid. This
large difference between the two groups may be accounted
for in a number of ways. First, the offering of the federally
aided schools is much more 'vocational than the program
of those without Federal aid, in' which the emphasis is more
on the general continuation and academic work. Vocational
courses by their very nature are more adaptable to short-time
units, and unemployed men may come in and learn to operate
a new machine in a brief period of time without going through
a comparatively long period of training or practice. Second,
the schools in Group A are allowed financial aid by the Fed-
eral Government for short-unit courses in the industrial,
home economics, or agricultural fields of work, and are thus
encouraged to provide this type of service, whereas the
schools in Group B must depend on a local appropriation por

State aid only. It is significant that nearly half of the
Group A schools are prepared to aid men already engaged in
some specific line of work to keep up with the new develop-
mekts in that field and assist them in bettering their training.

hools receiving Federal aid offer full-time short-unit
courses in 60 different subjects as compared to 13 subject*,
offered by the schools not receiving such aid. These sub-
jects are listed below.

Group A (federally aided) subjects offered by five or more schools

Auto mechanics. Machine shop.
Commercial work. Printing.
Drafting. Welding.
Electricity.

Subjects offered by fewer than five schools

Agriculture. Commercial art.
Architectural drafting. Comptometer.
Beauty culture. Cooking.
Bookbinding. Costume design.
Bookkeeping. Dictaphone.
Bricklaying. Draping.
Business letter writing. Dressmaking.
Cabinetmaking. Dry cleaning.
Carpentry. Farm work and farm mechanics.
Cleaning and pressing. Fresco painting.
Clerical work. Furniture craft.

[ 17 )
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and enrollment was so'meager for both Group A:and Group
B schools that it is impossible to present a typical picture of
them.

From a study of the reports it is apparent that mostattempts of continuation schools to provide short-unit
courses for persons temporarily out of employment have
been experimental in nature. Future recognition of the
increasing need for this type of training may cause it to be
made a part of the regular program for all continuation
schools, or may lead to the devplopment of separate institu-
tions for that purpose.

6. THE ADMIN7STRATION OF CONTINUATION SCHOOLS

Housing of rontinuation schools.Thirty-four per cent of
the federally aided continuation schools. are housed in
separate buildings, 44 per cent of them carry on their workin the high-school buildings, and 9 per cent are housed in
elementary schools. Of the schools not federally aided, 25
per cent have separate buildings, 53 per cent are carried on inthe high schools, and 12 per cent are in elementary schools.A few schools conduct continuation classes in factories or
stores where they are in direct contact with the workersand where they can more readily sense the young workers'
needs and problems.

The principal of the continuation Ischool.Most of the prin-cipals of continuation schools do not give full time to this
administrative assignment. Thirty-five per cent of the
schools with Federal aid have full-time principals as com-% pared with 23 per cent of the sthools without aid. This
would be expected because the schools of Group A have alarger enrollment on the avvrage and they art more oftenin separate buildings. In 20 per cent of the schools of
Group A and 32 per ceicit of Group B, high-school principals
also serve as principals of the part-time continuation schools.This is almost certain to be the practice in those situationswhere the continuation school is housed in the high-school
building. Other positions held by principals of part-time
continuation-schools in both groups include director of voca-tional education, superintn4ent of schools, director of trade
schools, supervisor of industrial education, director of attend-

[20]
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ance, director of guidance and placement, teacher, and com-
binations of these employments.

Hours speid in school by continualian-school pupils .In both
the Group A and the Group B schools the number of hours
spent in continuation school depends on whether the pupil
iOemployed full time, half time, or is unemployed. Table 5
compares the two groups of schools in this regard.

TABLE 5. Numbers of hours continitation pupils are in school each week

Emplbyment status

If employed full time
If employed half time
If unemployed

Group A (federally
aided)

Group B (not fed-
erally aided)

Median Range

3 3

Median Range

4 4-24
20 15-20
20 8-44

4

16

4

8-30

In the federally aided schools the typical continuation
pupil goes to sch6b1 20 hours a week if he is unemployéd or
if he only works a few hours a week. However, once he-
becomes employed on a full-time or 'nearly full-time job he
goes to continuation school only 4 hours a week. In the
schodils of Group B he also goes only 4 hours a week 'if he
is employed, but attends 16 hours a week if he is tern-
poritrily out of work or does not work at all. Some pupils
attend only the amount required by law even though they
are not employed. Thése data would suggest that many of
them remain in school for a large fraction of their time if
they are not employed.

Length of class period and number of subjects studied.Class
periods in both groups of schools have a median length of
60 minutes, but in Group A the range is from 15 to 240
minutes, wherea.s in, Group B the range is from 30 to 120
minutes. When asked the number of courses that pupils
were permitted to take at one time, 131 schools receiving
Federal aid showed a median of one course, with a range of
1-8; in 45 schools not receiving Federal aid the median was

I three comes, with the same range of 1-8. This would tend
to show that in the federally aided schools, where business
and industrial eduCation is particularly emphasized, pupils
concentrate on CAte particular line of work, whereas in the
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and enrollment was so'meager for both Group Aand Group
B schools that it is impossible to present a typical picture of
them.

From a study of the reports it is apparent that mostattempts of continuation schools to provide short-unit
courses for persons temporarily out of employment have
been experimental in nature. Future recognition of the
increasing need for this type of training may cause it to be
made a part of the regular program for all continuation
schools, or may lead to the devOopment of separate institu-
tions for that purpose.

6. THE ADMINISTRATION OF CONTINUATION SCHOOLS

Housing of continuation schools. -four per cent ofthe federally aided continuation schools. are housed in
separate buildings, 44 per cent of them carry on their workin the high-school buildings, and 9 per cent are housed in
elementary schools. Of the schools not federally aided, 25per cent have separate buildings, 53 per cent are carried on inthe high schools, and 12 per cent are in elementary schools.A few schools conduct continuation classes in factories orstores where they are in direct contact with the workersand where they can more readily sense the young workers'
needs and problems.

The principal of the continuation *school.Most of the prin-cipals of continuation schools do not give full time to this
administrative assignment. Thirty-five per cent of theschools with Federal aid have full-time principals as com-pared with 23 per cent of the schools without aid. Thiswould be expected because the schools of Group A have alarger enrollment on the avvrage and they art more oftenin separate buildings. In 20 per cent of the schools ofGroup A and 32 per milt of Group B, high-school principalsalso serve as principals of the part-time continuation schools.This is almost certain to be the practice in those situationswhere the continuation school is housed in the high-school
building. Other positions held by principals of part-time
continuation-schools in both groups include director of voca-tional education, superinte4i4ent of schools, director of trade
schools, supervisor of industrial education, director of attend-
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ance, director of guidance and placement, teacher, and com.-
binations of these einployments.

Hours sped in school by continuation-school pupils .In both
the Group A and the Group B schools the number of hours
spent in continuation school depends on whether the pupil
ifremployed full time, half time, or is unemployed. Table 5
compares the two groups of schools in this regard.

TABLE 5.Numbers of hours continúation pupils are in school each week

Emplbyment status

Group A (federally
aided)

Median Range

3 3

If employed full time 4 4-24
If employed half time 20 15-20
If unemployed 20 8-44

Group B (not fed-
erally aided)

Median

4

18

Range

4

8-30

In the federally aided schools the typical continuation
pupil goes to schSol 20 hours a week if he is unemployéd or
if he only works a few hours a week. However, once he
becomes employed on a full-time or %nearly full-time job he
goes to continuation school only 4 hours a week. In the
schoòls of Group B he also goes only 4 hours a week 'if he
is employed, but attends 16 hours a week if he is tem-
porarily out of work or does not work at all. Some pupils
attend only the amount required by law even though they
are not employed. Thése data would suggest that many of
them remain in school for a large fraction of their time if
they are not employed.

Length of class period and number of subjects studied.Class
periods in both groups of schools have a median length of
60 minutes, but in Group A the range is from 15 to 240
minutes, wherea.s in, Group B the range is from 30 to 120
minutes. When asked the number of courses that pupils
were permitted to take at one time, 131 schools receiving
Federal aid showed a median of one course, with a range of
1-8; in 45 schools not receiving Federal aid the median was

I three courses, with the same range of 1-8. This would tend
to show that in the federally aided schools, where business
and industrial education is particularly emphasized, pupils
coneeritrate on oue particular line of work, whereas in the
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schools not federally aided, where the training is more often
general and academic, they may take a greater variety of
courses at one time with less specialization.

Relation of continuation school pupil to full-time schoolpupil.In those systems where the continuation work is ad-
ministered in connection with the high school, the continua-
tion pupils are sometimes permitted to work in shops along
with the regular pupils. schools in Group A answering
this question, 35 per cent stated that continuation pupils
were permitted to work in the same classes with the regular
pupils, but 65 per cent stated they were not. Of 49 Group B
schools replying to this question, 43 per cent permitted theat practice but in 57 per cent of the schools it was not petmitted.
This again indicates the tendency for federally aided schoolsto favor segregation of groups of continuation pupils con-
centrating on their own problems.

Credit for work done in contiation sclwols..Since pupils
sometimes return to the full-time high school after spending

-some time in the continuation school, the question of credit
for work done in the continuation school naturally arises.In most communities credit is not allowed. However, 38
per cent of the schools in Group A and 27 per cent of the
schools in Group B reported that credit is allowed by thehigh school for the work done by pupils in the continuation
school. The bases for assigning the credit vary. Some ofthe bases mention are examination, credit in equivalent
hours or amount of work, individual achievempnt, and rec-
ommendation of the principal or teacher of the continuation
school.

Attendance at continuation school beyond the compulsory agelimit.It is a compliment to the work of the continuation
schools that pupils are attracted to the program of the school
so that they speaVnore time at the school than 'is required,and that they sometimes cVinue to attend the continuation
school after they have attained the age which relieves themof the requirement to attend. They are permitted to con-
tinue in nearly all, 91 per cent, of the schools of Group A and
71 per cent of the schools of Group B, and practically all
schools encourage pupils to continue if their employers do

4' not object. Nearly half of the respondents (43' per cent) in-
dicated that employers were favorable to attendance at the
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continuation school even after the pupils had passed the
compulsory attendance age. An unfavorable attitude of the
employer was reported by 27 per cent of Group A and 44 per
cent of Group B. Since the programs of the federally aided
schools are more largely vocational in nature, the value of the
vocatioñal training in enhancing the value of worker to his
employer may explain the difference between _the two groups
of responses. The judgments reported here prObably reflects
the attitude of the majority.

Attempts to relate vocationai training to comminity.Con-
tinuation schools maintain contacts with the community in
varying degrees and in various ways. As a group, the fed-
erally aided schools were more active, as shown by the data
reported in Table 6. The practices consist of attempts iò
help the pupils to secure desirable employment and to utilize
the judgment and information that can be obtained from 'the
employer better to serve the pupil. Nearly half of the schools
report use of these procedures. A much smaller proportion
of the schools have permanent advisory committees or mace
systematic study of the success of students and the work
they do after leaving school. While many of the schools are
putting forth much effort to articulate the work of the school
with the work done by the pupil outside of school, some of the
schools are doing very little.

we'
TABLE 6.Percen1agea of schools reporting various efforts to relate voca-

tional &dining to opportunities and conditions of work in the community

Nature of effort

Provide organized placement service
ProVIde f ow-up of pupils after they enter occupations
Obtain Judgment of employers on the educatiOnal needs of pupils in their

employ
Obtain judgment of employers on the nature of training needed for pool

tions in their establishments
()pain Judgments of employees on the nature of training needed for their

occupaMW
Have permanent advisory committees
Make systematic study of wooer of pupils
Make spltematic analysis of activities oarried on by employees working

in positions trained for in the school

Group A
(federally

aided)
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49*

57

88

53
22
28

10

Group B
(not fed-

erally
aided)

38
42

47

42

38
15
11
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TABLE 7.Percentages of sMools recording various items of informationconcerning present and former pupils, with the median number of yearseack item has been kept, and the. percentages of itchools making studies ofthe rec9rded data

Item of information

ercentages of
schools record-

ing item

Group A

2

Group B

--,-;p1
Age 49Grade location of pupils when they

left regulai day school 41Nationality 37- Occupation of father 37Heal_ 33VocatRnal plans of pupils 33Occupation entered at time of leav-
ing school 33Race

31Interests 31Home conditions 31Educational plans of pupils_ _ 29Personal traits 26Different occupations engaged in
since leaving school 1 26School marks a 25Name of mental test 1.- 18Intelligence quotient 18Mental age 16Test score 16Date test was given ______ ________ 15

40

37
34
29
25
24

27
29
25
23
23
17

24
21
14
17
14
15

Median years
item has been

recorded

Percentages of
schools making
study of data

Group A

4

Group B

a

Group A Group

9 9 11

8 8 11
7 10 10
6 9 9
7 e 7
5 8 11

7 6 9
7 9 7
6 6 8
6 5 11
5 4 9
5 5 7

8 5 7
9 10 5
5 3
4 5 6-
5 4 4
5 4 4
5 3

9

10
19
8
8
8

9

11

11
8
8

8
9

9
8
8

items of information concerning present and former pupilskept by the schools.Most of the continuation schools (Table 7)accumulate relatively little inf&rmation about the pupilsthey are serving. The most frequently used items are re-corded by less than half °lithe schools and milst of the itemsare recorded by less than a third of the schools. Mental. testdata are being used by a still smaller proportion of the schools.There is some variation in the length of time the differentitems ,of information have been kept. Age, nationality,school marks were among the first items to be recorded.Many of the items most serviceable in guidance have notbeen included in the collection of data concerning the pupils.A very small proportion of the schools reported that they hadmade a study of the data to give a better basis for dealingwith pupils of the school. It is clear that many of the schoolsdo not make a systeipatiC attempt to measure and analyzethe educational needs of the pupils that come to them.
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, SUMMARY

(1) Continuation sch'ools showed a rapid growth in enroll-
ment from the time of passage of the Smith-Hughes Act of
1917, providing Federal aid- for part-time education, until
1928. Figures of the United States Office of Education indi-
cate about 355,000 enrolled at the latter date. Since that
time there has been somewhat of a decrease both in enroll-
ment and in the number of continuation schools. Up to 1928,
27 States had enacted laws regarding compulsory school
attendance for employed minors, most of these requiring
attendance up to 16 years of age.

(2) Approximately 70 per cent of the continuation schools
considered in the Survey are receiving some aid from the
Federal Government. These °schools have larger enrollments
than those not receiving Federal aid and have a median en-
rollment of 85 as contrasted with 65 for the latter group.

(3) Great variety is characteristic of the program of
studies of these continuation schools. The 312 schools in
the study reported 341 different naples of subjects offered,
most of these being in the industrial arts and actidemie.
fields. The subjects most commonly offered are home eco-
nomics, dressmaking, English, typing, and woodwork.

(4) A small percentage of the continuation schools are
supplementing their regular work by 'correspondence courses,
particularly when there is a demand for subjects desired by
only one or two individual's. Thirteen per cent of the Fed-
erally aided schools are making provision for part-time coop-
erative training-"Where approximately half of the time is
spent on the job itself and the other half is spent in school in
studies related to the job. About half of the schools receiving
Federal aid are also providing full-time short-unit courses for
persons tempbrarily out of employment who desire further
training in their lines of work, but this feature is practically
neglected by the schools not receiving Federal aid.

(5) About a third of the federally aided schools are housed
in separate buildings as contrasted with about a fourth of the
schools not federally aided. Abou't 50 per cent of both types
carry on their work in the high-school building. Thirty-five
per cent of the former have a full-time Principal as compared
with 23 per cent of the latter group. In schools not receiving
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Federal aid the principal of the full-time high school is moreoften the principal of the continuation school also.
(6) Generally, the class period in both types of continu-ation schools is 60 minutes long. If the pupil is employed heattends 4 hours a week if not, he attends about 20 hours aweek until he obtains another position.
(7) Federally aided schools appear to favor strongly thesegregation of their pupils from the full-time pupils. Con-cerning the granting of credit in the regular high school forYork oione in the continuation school, 38 per cent of schoolsreceivikag Federal aid report that high schools give credit fortheir work as compared with 27 per cent of schools not re-ceiving Federal aid. Employeirs el pupils in the former typeOf school tend to be more firtorable toward having theirpupils remain in continuation school beyond the conpulsoryage limit than do the employers of pupils in schools notreceiving Federal aid.

(8) Many of the schools are making various efforts to relatethe vocktional training to the needs of the community7 Place-ment service is provided to help pupils become located in adesirable occupation and there is a follow-up to help themsucceed in the occupation in which they are located. Thisfollow-up service also provides the basis for adapting the schoolwork to the needs of the pupils. The second gerTral type ofeffort to relate the program to the community consists of coop-eration with employers in obtaining from them judgments ofthe nature of the training needed by workers in their establish-ments. Only about half of the schools report these practices;the percentages are higher for the federally aided schools.(9) Most of the schools keep few data concerning theirpupils. Less than half of thE( schools report having recordedthe items most frequently used in the whole group of schools.Most of the items are recorded by less ithan a third of theschools. Items most commonly recorded are Age, grade loca-tion when leaving full-time school, na.tionality, and theoccupation of the father.
(10) In some of the continuation schools, the program isvery similar to that offered in the regular full-time high school;in others, there is evidence of progress in adapting the pro-gram to the needs of the types of pupils enrolled in thecontinuation school.
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CHAPTER III': CHARACTERISTICS OF PUPILS ENROLLED
IN .CONTINUATION SCHOOLS

I. SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION

Characteristics of pupils important factor in considering an
educational institution.A school can scarcely be understood
without a knowledge of the characteristics of the pupils which
it serves. While the features of the program of studies and
of adininistration are of interest, they have their justification
in the contribution they make to the development of indi-
viduals. Consequently, a canvass of the characteristics of
continuation-school pupils will help to explain the features
of the program described in the pf_Teding chapter and show
further the nature of the educational service of continuation
schools.

Schools and pupils included in the study.A check li§t pre-
pared by the survey staff was administered in 10 continuation,
schools in 7 cities of the United States distributed as follqws:
4 schools in Detroit, 1 each in Joliet, La Crosse, Los Angeles,
Mitwaukee, Tulsa, and Springfield (Mass.). Three of the
schools in Detroit are for boys only, and the other is for girls
only ; the schools in other cities are coeducatio4. In each
of these schools an attempt was made to get a rep;esentative
sampling of the continuation pupils so that those enrolled in
all types of courses would be included. When pupils from a
certain type of industry _Dr trade came only on 1 day a
week, arrangements were made either for a member of the
survey staff to meet this group personally or to have the
check list administered by one of the staff of the school. In
general, the check list was adininistered to all continuation
pupils who attended on the 1 day of the week which, in the
opinion sikethe administrative officer of the school would give
the most representative cross section of the pupil eni-ollment.
In a few cases it wit necessary to take a sampling even of
that 1 day's enrollment because of the large numbers
enrolled. 011or

.11
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The continuation pupil check list wa ed out by 1,547boys and 1,445 girls, a total of 2,992 cases. Although themedian enrollment for girls for continuation schools in theUnited States is slightly higher than that for boys, the highernumber of boys in the intensive study of pupils may be ex-plained by the inclusion of dime continuation schools forboys only as compared with one for girls only in Detroit.No attempt was made to divide the pupils into differentgroups according to the type of work they were taking in
continuation school. This is because major specializationis not attempted in most of the schools. These pupils arenot classified by grader and, therefore, such a division wasnot possible. In the following tables, some of the data willbe grouped by sex .

t PERSONAL AND FAMILY DATA
Ages of pupils.The pupils in continuation schools haveapproximately the same age as- the pupils in the regular full-time high school. (See . Table 8.) The boys are slightlyolder than the girls, but both s'exes have a median age about

comparable to the normal age of pupils in the eleventh grade.
TABLE 8. Percentages .of pupils in continuation schools various agelevels

Age

14 and under
15
16
17
18

Boys
(1,547)

0 9
7. 2

22. 9
27. 3
16. 8

Girls
(1,44$)

2. 0
15. 6

28. 9
14. 6

Age Boys
(1,547)

Over 18 24. 9

Median age 17. 7First quartile 16..7Third quartile 19. 0

Girls
(1,445)

6. 5

17. 0
16. 2
17. 0

A fourth of the boys are at or above 19 years of age. Thethird quartile for the girls is about 18 years of age. Thegreater number of those 181 years or over are found in theMilwaukee Vocational School, the Metropolitan Con nua-tion School of Los Angeles, and the Wright Cooper veSchool of Detroit. In .the school last named there is-a seniortrade division which is adapted to the needs of industry intraining young men already employed who show promise ofbecoming skilled mechanics. Employers having men whothey believe can profit by further related school training areinvited to send them to this school, where the classes meet4 ho'urs a week. Trades represented are metal work,
[ 28 ]
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steam engineering, drafting, automotive service, electroplat-
ing, printing, and toolmaking.

It is very significant that these ages run so high, particu-
larly when we realize that compulsory attendance taws do not
require attendance after pupils have ieached 18 years of age.

ore t an two-fifths o t e boys and one-fifth o e gir s
are 18 years and over. The presence of such a la nugiber
seeking further educatioft either in their prese fields of
work or in new occupations on their own initiative is a chal-
lenge to schools to provide beneficial forms of education.
These young men and women entered the business and indus-
trial worlds at an early age. Once out on their own responsi-
bility in competition with adults they have come to realize
more fully their educational and vocational needs. Being
unable or unwilling to return to full-time school, they use the
continuation school to obtain additional training in the lines
of work in which they are engaged, or to obtain training in
some new and more profitable line of work in whith they are
interested. The continuation school also offers opportunity
for those who are temporarily unemployed to come back to
.s,chool and concentrate on some selected field of training.
Allis return of former pupils for further training illustrates
Ihe continuous nature of the educational service of the public
schools. Public education is now available in some com-
munities thidughout the life of an individual if therp is an
expressed need for it. The ages of the continuation-school
pupils and of the evening-school pupils, presented in Chapter
IV of this monograph, indicate that pupils are taking the
opportunity whén it is providecrtor them.

Country of birth and race,Practically nine-tenths of the
boys and girls in continuation schools were born in the
United States, and the remainder came from other countries,
with the British Empire and Germany being Thost frequently
represented. Although such a large majority of the pupils
are American-born, more than half of the fathers of these
pupils were foreign-born. Only 47 per cent of the fathers.
were born in the United States. Fourteen per cent were born.
in Poland, 7 per cent in Germany, 7 per cent in the British
Empire, 6 per cent in Italy, and thmemainder in other
countries. The continuation-school pupikr are about equally
divided between American-born- Cydren of foreign-born
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parents and American-born children of American-bornparents. Practically all pupils (98 per cent) in the groupstudied were white.
Occul)ation of father8.The occupations of the fathers ofcontinuation-school pupils were taken as an index of theirsocio-economic statues. These data presented in Table 9have been combined for boys and girls, .because there is littledifference in the distribution when the seixes are kept separate.

TABLE 9. Percentages of fathers of continuation-school pupils engagedin different occupationdl fields

Occupational field

Professional
Large owners and proprietors
Professions
Executives

Semiprofessional
Middle owners and proprietors
Semiprofessional workers
Managerial workers

Skilled owners and trades
Skilled small owners
Supervisory workers
Commercial workers
Clerical workers
Building trades
Machine and related trades
Printing trades ,
Transportation and communicationworkers (skilled)

Per
cent

2. 5
. 3
. 9

1. 3
7. 7
1. 6

. 8
5. 3

31. 8
4. 8
4. 9
1 8
1 0
7. 4

1o. 3
. 4

. 9

Occupational field Per
cent

Semiskilled owners and trades
Manufacturing, mechanical, andproduction workers
Transportation and communicationworkers (semiskilled)
Semiskilled owners and proprietors_ _Small agents and managers_ _Public service
Pergonal service

Commop labor
Manual workers

Unclassified and others
Unclassified owners
Unclassified managers
All others

36. 6

14. 9

3. 4
10.0
3. 5
2. 6
2. 2

11.0
11.0
10. 7

. 5
4. 0
6. 2

Non. Through error, clerks (salesclerks) in stores were included in the public-servicegroup. Consequently, tbe oorrect percilntages would be somewhat smaller for public serviceand larger for commercial service tn reported above.

The occupations engaged in most frequently by fathers ofthe continuation pupils are, in order, the semiskilled manu-
facturirig, mechanical, and production trades (14.9 per cent),
unskilled manual labor (11 per cent), the skilled machineand related trades (10.3 per -cent), and those whose fathersare owners or proprietors of small stores oi business.es on the
semiskilled level (10 per cent). . These four groups account
for nearly half of all the pupils giving the desired information.The remainder are widely distributed in the pther 22 classi-
fications. Only a few are engaged in professional and semi-
professional occupations, whereas the greatest number of
continuation pupils have fathers engaged in the semiokilled
occupations.
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3. PAST EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE

Highest grade completed in full-time school.The educa-
tional problems of the continuation school are affected greatly
by the educational level attained by its pupils before enrolling.
Data obtained from pupils on the grade completed are
reported in Figure 1. In some cases, 'nails may have
reported the grade attained rather than the grade completed,
but, for the most part, these data can be accepted as accurate.

LAST GRADE
COMPLETED

FIFTH OR LOWER

SIXTH

SEVENTH

EIGHTH

NINTH

TENTH

ELEVENTH

TWELFTH

o

1.4
0.5
1.0

3.0
22
2.6

8.0
72
7.6

316
421
36.7

27.5
262
269

161
14 4
15.3

79
4 3

4.3
3.1
ai

PER CENT
10 20 ao

f96.4

40

/:` / 4.: 4 ,

so

bps

Coils

hs1

Iriouaz 1.Percentages of continuation-school pupils who reported each grade as the highest
completed in the full-time school

More pupils drop out of full-time school at the end of the
eighth grade than at any other time, for one-third of the boys
and two-fifths of the girls state that this grade was the last
they completed before coming to continuation school. Only
12 per cent of the boys and 7 per cent of the girls leave before
this time, and approximately half of both boys and girls have
at least one complete year beyond the eighth grade in full-
time school before leaving. Thus, about half complete the
junior high school. Many of these pupils in the ninth grade
attain the age which is beyond the compulsory attendance
period. About a fourth of the boys and girls have had at
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least two years of high-school training, and a very 'small
proportion have had as much as four years. Nearly 90 percent of all pupils in continuation schools have Completed atleast the eighth grade. This would indicate that the majorproblem of the continuation school is not one of giving addi-tional training in the general elementary subjects but rather
of-offering training in subjects at the secondary level. How-ever, the policy of having different promotional standards forpupils of different levels of ability makes it possible for pupilsto advance through the eighth grade without having achieiedan adequate mastery of the fundamental operations.

Repetition of grades and failure of courses in full-timeschool.That continuation-school pupils have experienced
difficutity with their work in school is suggested by theirrepetition of grades and their failktres in courses. Two-fifths'of the boys and three-tenths of the girls stated they hadrepeated a grade or part of a. grade in full-time school.
Furthermore, approximately a fourth of the continuationpupils stated that they had failed in one or more subjects
during their last full semester in full-time school. Of thisfailing group, approximately three-fifths of both boys andgirls failed in one subject, a fourth in two subjects; and atenth in three or more subjects. However, it giving theirmost important reason for leaving full-time school, onlysmall proportions of both sexes, 2.4 per cent of the boys and
1 per cent of the girls, state that it wai because of failure inschool work. Whether or not these small percentages arereliable, or whether or not theImpils assigned their reasonfor leaving to some other cause, even though failure in schoolwork may have been a primary motivation, it is impossibleto say. These data on failure suggest that pupils in contin-uation schools coine more largely from the lower than fromthe upper levels of ability.

Reasons for leaving full-time day 8chool. The reason mostcommonly given for leaving full-time day school was aneconomic one, namely, that it was "necessary to help supportfamily." (See rig. 2.) The second reason most commonlychecked by the boys was "lack of interest in school work,"and the third was a "desire to be earning money for self."The girls gave as the second most inlOortant reason that itwas "necessary to help kvith work at home," and as their
32
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third most common reason a "lack of interest in school work."
Two out of three of the reasons most frequently mentioned
in both sex groups are economic. The three reasons most
commonly stated by the continuation-school boys are exactly
the same three most important reasons that 1,252 males in
thelollow-up study of former pupils of full-time high schools
gave for dropping out of school. (See Monograph No. 2 of the
Survey on Horizontal Organization of Secondary Education.)

REASONS

NECEISSARY TO HELP SUPPORT
FAMILY

LACK OF INTEREST IN SCHOOL
WORK

DESIRE TO BE EARNING MONEY
FOR SELF

OPPORTUNITY FOR GOOD JOB

FAILURE OF SCHOOL TO PROVIDE
DESIRED TRAINING

DESIRE OF PARENT THAT PUPIL
GO TO WORK

NECESSARY TO SUPPORT SELF

NECESSARY TO HELP WITH WORK
AT HOME

UNFAVORABLt HOME CONDITIONS

FAILURE IN SCHOOL WORK

POOR HEALTH

ALL OTHER REASONS
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novas 2.Percentageig of continuation-school pupils who reported each reason as the most
important for leaving full-time day tichool

The reason most cOmmonly given by 622 girls in the follow-up
study is the same as that of the continuation girls, namely,
that it was "necessary to help with syork at home," but the
second most important of this group ¡was "poor health" and
the third was the "desire to be earning money for self." It
is to be noted that only a small percentage of the pupils
stated aria "failure in school work" was the most important
reason for leaving school and that very few state that it was
because their parents wanted them to go to work.
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4. PAST VOCATIONAL EXPERIENCE

Occupation entered.Most of the pupils in continuationschools have not had extended vocational experience, sincethey have been out of the full-time school for a short period oftime. However, the type of work entered by these imipilswhen they leave school is significant and the pre.sent occupa-tion affects the form of training needed. (See Table 10.)
TABLE 10. ercentages of pupils in continuation achools entering thedifferent fields of,work on their first jobs

Fields of wori, Boys Girls Fields of work Boys Girls

Proprietors and owners O. 3 0, 1 Miscellaneous trades in mann-Professional service . 4 vb. 8 facturing, mechanical, andManagers and supervisori 5 . 1 production industries 1. 36 13. 1Commercial workers 4 Public service 11. 3 10. 2Clerical workers . 5. 7 9, 5 Personal service__ _ _ _ _____ . _ _ _ _ _ 8. 4 59. 0Building trades 1. 1 Agricultural service_______ _ . _ __ 4. 4 . 1Machine and related trades_ _ _ , 1. 2 Miners, lumbermen, and fisher-Printing trades 4 . 3 men 6Transportation and communi- Common labor_ _ _ _____ _ ______ _ 22. 7 2. 0cation 28. 9 1. 2 Housewives and homemakers 3.6

NoTs.The footnote appended to Table 9 applies also to Table 10.

More than half of the boys leaving full-time school enteroccupations in the field of transportation and communica-tion (28.9 per cent) or go into common labor jobs (22.7 percent) . In the former they become messengers, office boys,delivev clerks, gas and oil station attendants, arid work atothransportation and communication jobs which requirelittle skill; while in common labor jobs they are doing workwhich requires practically no special skill. The next mostcommoil fields which boys enter are the miscellaneous jobs.

connected with the manufacturing, mechanical, and produc-tion industries which require semiskilled operatives and thefield of public service which includes such jobs as store clerks,newsboys, and ushers. These four fields of work absorbmore than three-fourths of the boys; the remainder are dis-tributed to the other 11 categories., with very small percent-ages in those which demand a high degree of skill or workof a managerial or professional nature.
Fifty-nine per cent ipf the girls in 'continuation schoolstate that their first job was in the field of personal service,which includes such occupations as nursemaids, housekeepers,hairdressers, nurses (untrained), and waitresses. Secondmost common of the fields entered by girls was that of the
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miscellaneous trades in manufacturing, mechanical, and
production industries; the third was the field of public service
which principally includes clerks in stores; and the fourth
was the field of clerical service which includes clerks in offices,
stenographers, typists, and the like. The first three of these
fields are on the semiskilled occupational level. These four
fields account for 91.8 per cent of the jobs which girls enter
w:hen they leave full-time schools, and the remainder are
scattered over eight remaining fields of work, practically all
on the semiskilled or unskilled levels. a

Number of hours worked per week on first job.Most of the
continuation-school pupils (74 'per p?Int of the boys and 67
per cent of the girls) were first employed in full-time jobs.
By full time is meant that the pupil spent the major part
Cf the working day on the job, the only time off during the
week being those hours spent attending the continuation
school. These jobs varied in the number of hours of work
required. The median number of hours worked per week
by the boys was 36. A fourth of the boys worked less than
24 hours, or less than half time, and another fourth worked
more than 45 hours. The girls worked somewhat fewer
hours than the boys. The median number of hours for girls
was 30, in contrast with 36 for boys. A fourth of the girls
worked less than 21 hours and anothér fourth worked as much
as 41 or more hours. The amount of time continuation-
school pupils are employed when they first leave school
ranges from a few hours to fulhtime employment with
long hours. Most of them have more than half-time
employment.

Pay per we4 on first job.The median pay for boys on
their first job was $12.21 per week, or about $50 per month.
A fourth received less than $8.23 per week. The upper
fourth received $16.09 or more per week. The median weekly
pay for the girls was only $6.24 and the lowest fourth earned
less than $4.76. The amount of pay exceeded by a fourth
of the girls was only $10.43. The median pay for the boys
is nearly twice as great as the median pay for the girls, even
though, as was pointed out in the kit paragraph, girls work
nearly as many hours a week as do the boys. Considering
the median number of hours of work and the median wage
it would appear that the boys earned about 34 cents an hour

[85]
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and the girls about 21 cents an hour on their first jobs. It isto be noted that the third quartile for the girls is lower thanthe median for the boys and that the median for girlssis lowerthan the first quartile for boys. It is well known that girls
and women generally receive less pay than boys and men.
Another possible explanation here is that most of the girlsare in personal-serviCe occupations, such as nursemaids,
housemaids, waitresses, and the like, where there would bea tendency [or them to stay at the homes of their employers,
and therefoi thgy would receive pay plus board which wouldtend to reduce the actual monetary return,

6. SOURCES OF HELP IN OBTAINING FIRST JOB

The most commonly reported source of help in obtainingthe first job was through personal friends or friends of the
family, whereas the second most mentioned is "personal
search." (See Table 11.) "Personal search" may be
thought of as lack of help; however, it is introduced to com-
plete', the picture of how these first jobs were obtained. The
teacher or placement service of the school is reported by asmall percentage, 7.1 per cent for boys and 15 per cent for
girls. It would seem that this phase of the guidance program
TABLE i i . Percentages of pupils reporting various sources of help inobtaining first jobs

Source of help Boys Girls Source of help Boys Girls

Personal friends or friends of Persons worked for before leav-family 35 2 41. 8 ing school 5. 9 2.7Personal search 32. 9 16. 1 Employment agency _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2. 6 6. 5Family business 9. 6 6. 5 Advertising by self in paper_ 1. 2 3.6Teachers of school or school Former pupils of school__ _ _ . _ _ . 7 .2placement service 7 1 15. 0 Other means . 4. 6 6. 4
.

is functioning very little; or if it is functioning, pupils are
unconscious of its benefits. These pupils arer for the mostpart, b w average in ablioility and they are from homes least
able to vide effective guidance and placement service for
them. The school sliould give careful consitieration andstudy to the possible need of helping these pupils to make the
transition from school to the occupation by providing place-
ment service and supervision during early employment. Its,is pertinent that many continuation schools have vigorous
developments of the guidance program, thereby compensat-t
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ing for the la fc .of guidance in schools previouOy attended .byi
continuation chool pupils.

Most imporiant reasonfAr. choosing type of work of first job.
Approximately twc4fths of the continuation pupils state that
they took the type Of -Work of their first jobs because they had
been unable to fintre,ny other jobs. (See Table 12.) The
second most impQrtahereason is a special lnferest in the type
of work of the first jobs. The third most common reason for
the boys s the belief that the job had good prospects for
the future, whereas the third for the girls was that they
thought they would like the type of work entered. The
reasons so far listed account for about two thirds of both
boys and girls, and the other third are scattered over eight
other categories.- Of special note is the fact that only 2.6 per
cent of the boys and 3.3 per cent of the girls reported that
they entered their first job because they bad spe cally
trained for this work in school. A larger percent : . boys,
17 per cent, and girls, 38 per cent) believed that they had
iarn.e training whicii proved useful on their first job. Infor-

mation was not obtained on the nature of the training which
they believed was helpful.

TABLE 12.Percentages of pupils reporting various reasons as most
important for choosing type of work of first jobs

Reason

Had not been able to find any
other job

Had special interest in this
type of work

Had good prospects for future_
Had thoug t L might like this

type of work
Had good beginning pay

Boys Girls

35 8 40 3

14 2 16. 3
12.4 3.4

9. 9 10. 2
5. 5 1.0

Reason Boys

Was carrying out parents' de-
sire

Had special ability fonit.._
Was near home
Had trained for this work in

schooL
Had good opportunity to travel.
Other reasons (not specified)._

5.3 & 7
4. 2 4. 5
4.0 6. 5

2.6 3.3
.9 .3

& I & 4

8. AMOUNT OF TIME IN CONTINUATION SCHOOLS

NiOnthS. in attendance at continuation school.Many of the
continuation-school pupils leave school as soon as the law
permits. Consequently, one would not expect the lengtWof
stay to be very extended. The median number of months of
attendance at continuation school for the boys was approxi-
matAy 9, whereas the median for the girls was approximately
8. This means that the periods of training extendea over
about 1 full school year. A fourth of the boys have been en-
rolled 2 years or more, and a fourth of the girls have been
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enrolled about a year-and a iialf or more. These periods of
enrollment are of sufficieht length to' carry on a significant
program of training.

Hours per week at continuation 8chool.-1-About 35 per cent
of the boys attend continuation school 4 hours a week, 28 per
cent attend 8 hours, about 13 per cent attend from 9 to 19
hours, and a tenth state that they attend from20 to 29 hours..
For the girls 8 hours was the most common (41 per cent), with
9 to 19 hours second (23 per cent), and with 4 hours a week
the third most common (21 per cent). Thus, the majority
of both boys and girls either go ole half day or one full day
per week to continuation school. That the girls apparently
go more hours per week than the boys may vbe explained by
the fact that the majority of girls are in pergbnal service work
where they find it easier to adjust their hours of work to the

4N;hourit of the school, anclit is therefore easier for them to go,
two hal s a w,e4ic if rt. ary or. desirable. The boys in
industri a commeic4 job ould1 not find iCso convenient
to fit hours of w trOsilof the school, and are there
fore ed more b e nipulsory attendance laws which'
in general demand their attendance only 4 hours per week._
That such a large percentage attend continuation school more
than 8 hours poi week may in part be explidhed by the fact
that certain States requirii that then pupils of certain ages
are temporarily out of work they must attend the coptinua-
tion school for 3 hours per day until such time as they are
again employed. Aloo, in Wisconsin, pupils of ages 14 t)) 16
are required to attend continuation school half time theyif
are not enrolled in the regular full-time school. Even when
pupils are not required to attend, it is not uncomnion for
pupils not employed full time to become interested in their
courses in the continuation. school and spend more time at
the school than is required by law. Such evidmices of con-
tribution to the programs of individuals should be encourag-
ing to staffs of continuation schools and to others interested in
the well-being of youth and of society. Sometimes, continua-
tion-school pupils transfer back to the full-time day school
because they feel the need for training which .can.te better
obtained there.

[38]
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7. PRESENT EMPLOYMENT

Name of present field of work.Reference wa si : se earlier
to the first jobs of continuation-school pupils af te.r leaving
full-time school. Many pupils have not been out of 'school

enotighlong td make much shift ip field of employment.
Four-tenths of the boys and nearly: htilf of the girls indicated
that they have had only one job. Consequently, slightly
more than half of the individuals reported on in Table 13 are
in different jobs than shown in Table 10, giving their first job.
These shifts in jobs may or may not involve change in field
of _work. A comparison of these two tables discloses year

/,-little change.

TABLE 13. Percentage of continuation-school pupils reporting they were
employed in various occupational fields

a.

Occupational field

Proprietors
Professional service
Managers and supervisors__
Commercial service
Clerjcal service
Buffding trades _ _ _ _ _

Machine and related trades_
Printing trades .... .
Transportation and 'communi-

cation

Boys

O. 5
. 7 0. 9

1. 8 la
8

&6 9. 2
2. 1
2. 3 . 1

3 1

24. 1 1. 2

Occupational field

Miscellaneous trades in the
manufacturing, mechanical,
and production industries_

Public service
Personal service
Agricultural service
Miners, lumbermen, and fisher-

men
Common labor
Housewives and homemakers_ _

Boys

14. 2
9. 4
7. 1
2. 2

1

27. 8

-*-

Girls

14. 2
9. 2

59. 3

1. 8
* 3. 3

Non. The footnote appended to Table 9 applies also to Table 13. 1r

Number ofe hours work per week on present jobs.In con-
sidering the number of hours worked per week by the continu-
ation-school pupils on their first jobs the median was indicated
as 36 hours for the boys and 30 hours for the girls. The median
number of hours they are working on their present jobs is
larger. The median for the boys increased fiom 36 to 42
hours per week, an4 the first quartile position has changed
from24 to 311k hours. The median hours per week for the
girls has increased even morefrom 30 to 43 hoiirs. The
reason for this increase may be explained largely by the fact
that man3i of the first jobs were part-time jobs, and that
more of the pupils are now working on a full-tiine basis.

- Pay per week on present job.--Arong with the increase in
number of hours worked fer week has come a significant in-
=ease in the pay per week for the boy% but krdly any Change
has taken place for girls. Whereas, the median for the boss on
the firatjob was§ $12.21 per week, it is now $15.06 per week.
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The median pay per week for the girls has remained exactly
the same at $6.24. It is surprising that the girls have not
shown an increase in their rates of pay, particularly in view
of the fact that they are now on the average working many
more hours per week. Also in spite of the fact that they are
working as many htmrs a week as the boys, the latter are
earning approximately two and one-half times as much per
week. As has been suggested before, a part of this marked
difference may be explained by the fact that a majority of the
girls are in personal service work in private homes where they
are paid on the basis of so much cash plus room and board,
thereby making their actual monetary income comparatively
small.

Satisfaction with present line of work. Continuation school
pupils, for the most part, express satisfaction with their
present lines of work. (Spe Table 14.) About a third indi-
cated they are very well satisfied; roughly another third
indicated that they are quite well satisfied. Only about a
fifth of both sexes expressed definite dissatisfaction. Con-
sidering the low salary and the low level of many of the jobs,
these data are unexpected. However, they may indicate
that these pupiN see possibilities of advancemeka in their
present line of work and that the beginning conditions of
work are accepted without complaint. It may be, also, that
these pupils did not express their true feeling, although there
was no indication of such error.

TABLE 14. Percentages of pupils expressing different degrees of satisfac-tion with their work and indicating plans to continue or change theirpresent line of work

Degree of satisfaction and plans

Expressed degree of satLsfaction:
Very much
Quite well
Only fair
Not so well
Not at all

Boys

34
30
18
9

12

Girls

41
30
11
10
8

Degree of satisfaction and plans

Plans for remaining in present
lines of work:

Plan to stay
Plan to change_
Not oertain

Boys Girls

41
32
28

29
30
41

Another measure of satisfaction is the plans for remaining
or for changing to some other line of work. (See Table 14.)
Four-tenths of the boys and three-tenths of the girls reported
that they planned, to stay with their present line of work.
About a third definitely plan to change. These data would
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indicate that many of these pupils are not satisfied with their
present vocational placement as a permanent field of work.
The proportion definitely planning to stay is larger for boys
than for girls. The prospeCt or hope of marriage may affect
the responses of girls.

8. SUMMARY STATEMENT OF CHARACTERISTICS tiF PUPILS

The median age of continuation pupils in this study is 17
years. Mthough 9 out of 10 of them were born in the United
States, only about half of them have fathers who were born
in this country. Two-thirds of their fathers are employed in
some skilled or semispled trade, probably in a manufactur-
ing or mechanical industry. An eighth of their mothers are
working outside the home to help support the family.

Ninety per cent of all these continuation pupils have
completed the eighth grade. This grade is the most common
dropping out point, as one-third of the boys and two-thirds (;1

the girls dropped out after completing it. About a fourth of
all pupils have two years of full-time training in high school
before leaving.

Although four-tenths of the boys and three-tenths of the
girls had at some time repeated a grade or part of a grade and
altimugh a fourth of them had 'failed in one or more subjects
during their last semester in full-time school, a very small
number gave " failure in school work " as their most important
reason for leaving full-time school. Most commonly stated
reasons were of an economic nature such as "necessary to help
support family," and "necessary to help at home." "Lack
of interest in scilool work " was also commonly given.

Most p4ils at the lime they were studied had attended
continuation school for 8 or more months, and the majority
of them had workecf for 1 or 2 years. Approximately a
third of the boys attended 4 hours a week and a fourth
attended 8 hours. Girls attended more hours than boys,
as 41 per cent attended 8 hours, and 31 per cent attended
from 9 to 19 hours per week.

A little more than half of the boys entered either the trans-
portation and communication field or the common labor field
on their first jobs. As for the girls, nearly two-thirds found
their first job in the personal service field, while next most
coMmon were miscellaneous jobs in the manufacturing and
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meciaanical industries. Boys worked on the average about
36 hours a week and received a median wage of $12.21, girls
worked on the average about 30 hours a week and received a
median wage of $6.24. This low wage for girls may perhaps
be explained by the fact that large numbers of them were in
penonal service occupations where they would be likely to
receive their room and board in addition to a small wage,
although the salaries of women are generally lower than those
for men.

Most cmitinuation pupils obtained their first job either
through personal friends and friends of the family or through
a personal search for a job. They generally took the type
iq work of their first job because they were unable to find44 other jobi. although quite a few also stated that they had
a pecial interest in that line of work. It is interesting to
note that only about 3 per cent of both boys and girls took the
type of work of their first job because they had trained for
such work in school. However, 17 per cent of the boys and
38 per cent of the girls stated that they had 'found some of
the vocational subjects which they had taken in school useful
on their first job.

After two or three years of work the continuation-school
pupils have -not markedly changed their fields of work.
About half have had only one job. Common labor, trans-
portation and communication, and miscellaneous trades in
maqufacturing and mechanical industries are still the most
common fields of work 'for the boys, and personal service,
public service, and clerical fields are most common for the
girls. Boys, however, are now working 42 hours a week, for
which the median wage is $15.06, whereas the girls are now
working 43 hours a week but are still receiving a median wage
of $6.24. In spite of their low pay, 71 per cent of the girls
and 64 per cent of the boys signify that they are satisfied
with their jobs. Only about a third state definitely that they
are not going to stay in their present line of work; roughly
another third, slightly more for girls, are not sure whether
they will stay in their present lines of work or shift to other
fields.

In comparison with the pupils enrolled in full-time schools,
pupils in the continuation schools come more largely from the
lower economic, social, and intellectual levels. Larger proft
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portions come from homes with fathers in the skilled and
semiskilled occupations than is true for those in full-time
schools, and smaller poportions cope from the professional,
proprietary, and managerial groups. Data drawn from pre-
vious studies show them re be lower in intelligence, but there
is much overlapping of the distributions of intaigence test
scores for those in continuation schools and for those who
remain in the full-time day school. Although this comparison
of the continuation school pupils with those who remain in
school on a full-time basis is unfavor@je to the continuation
school pupils, it should not be inferred that pupils in the
continuation school are totally lacking in ability to- benefit
from education, nor that they do not give promise of large
soAal)sefulness. Most of them are already employed and

r'
have demonstrated their capacity to do productive work.
The earnings of continuotion-school pupils are sometimes put
forth as evidence of the importance of recognizing this group
in a total program of educAion. Since these pupils are
either unable to remain in full-time school or not interested
in doing so, the continuation school represents an attempt to
guarantee at least some secondary-school training for all.
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CHAPTER IV : PREVALENCE AND PROGRAMS OF
EVENING SCHOOLS,

1. DEVELOPMENT OF EVENING SCHOOLS .

In addition to the- continuation school, a day secondary
school already discussed, there is still another type which is
becoming increasingly important in the field of part-time
education. This is the evening school. Evening schools arenot new. Records indicate that they existed in this countryin the latter part of the seventeenth century. These early
evening schools were largely Vocational in purpose and for themost part attended by apprentices. During the last half
century evening schools have grown remarkably in V.

numbers,in enrollments, and in breadth of offerings. In reports of theUnited States Office of Education, statistics on evening
schools are available as far back as 1890. These data are
presented .in Table 15.

TABLE 15.S1atif1ics of public evening schools in the United States forthe period 1890 to 1930

Year

1890
1900_ _ _

1910
1920
1930

Pr

Number of
cities with
evening
schools

2

165
(3)

227
582
664

Number of
Leachers

3, 678
5, 115
9, 326

18, 481
24,071

Number of
pupils

4

150, 770
203, 000
374, 384
586, 843

1,038,052

t The term "pupil" has been used throughout the report of the National Survey of SecondaryEducation to refer to persons enrolled in the various types of secondary schools. Conse-quently the term will be used throughout this treatment of the evening high school, eventhough the term "student " is more commonly used to refer to the more mature persons.Number of cities not available for 1900.

The rapid growth shown by these figures must be partlydiscounted (as must- all similar comparisons) because of theimproved facilities in recent years of the Federal Office ofEducation for reaching and obtaining reports from schools.It should be remembered in interpreting enrollment figures ofall kinds that they represent only those institutions reporting
[ 44 j
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to the statistical agency, and that, as the efficiency of ihe

agency in collecting statistics increases, the proportionate

respönse increases. This alone will give a semblance of

growth.
It is not always possible to distinguish between elementary

and secondary work in evening schools. Some of the subjects,

such as English, may be very similai at the two levels. Pupils

enrolled in the evening school are of secondary-school age or

older; consequently, courses were classified as secondary

unless they were clearly at the elementary level. Some

evening schools devote most of or all their energies to the

instruction of foreigners and illiterates. These naturaliza-

tion courses and coursesin the tool subjects were not included

in the report. Also, schools giving all their attention to

these elementary coursettivere not counted.

2. SCOPE OF TIIE STUDY

Location and clasiification of schools.The mailing list of

evening schools of secondary grade was compiled from three

sources. The chief source was the directory of federally

aided schools published by the Federal Board for Vocational

Education. In addition, all evening schools listed in the

directories published by State departments of education were

included. Finally, all evening schools listed in a preliminary

inquiry form sent to city school systems were added to the

list. From these three sources a total of 1,364 evening schools

were located and the inquiry form designed for schools of this

type was sent to them. Four hundred and thirty-nine usable

returns were received. This represents 32 per cent of all

sent out, which is not so large a proportion as responded to

most of the inquiry forms of the Survey. It is probable that

the returns have come more largely from the better organized

evening schools of the coúntry. 'the schools reported upon

are those which are more or less stable in their functioning

from year to year and which are conducted under public-

school auspices. The Federal Board list included a number

of evening schools conducted by trade or industry, probably

for the specific purpose of giving their own employees addi-

tional vocational training. Most evening schools of this

type were located in" a few Southern States. They did not,

as a rule, return the check list.
45 J,[
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Classification of schools.Something has already been saidregarding the difficulty of classification of evening schoolsinto elementary and secondary groups. Insofar as possible,evening eitimentary schools were eliminated from the mailinglist, no further attempt at classification on this basis wasmade, and no effort was made to include only institutionsdefinitely referred to as evening "high " schools. Whatseemed a more logical and significant basis of classification,however, was whether or not the evening school receivedFederal aid. This one factor probably influences the pro-gram and administration of the evening school more thanany other because of the nature of the Smith-Hughes Act andthe demands it makes of systems which wish to partake,of itsbenefits. The federally aided evening school will, of course,offer work in industrial arts, home economics, or agriculture.Moreover, certain conditions as to hours to be devoted to thework and qualifications of the instructors must be met.None.of these conditions is imposed on the independent eve-ning school. Accordingly, the returns from evening schoolswere grouped into those receiving and those not receivingFederal aid. Any evening school reporting that it was re-ceiving Fedet.al aid at the time of filling out the check list,whether for one or more courses, was placed in the group offederally aided schools. It is not intended here to makeinvidious comparisons, to reflect in any way upon one groupor the other, or to create the impression that the facts pre-sented are an evaluation of either group. It merely seemed,a priori, a rather significant factor in determining the natureof the school and its program. If the dita show that thetwo groups do differ significantly, then tile judgnáent in mak-ing the grouping will have been substantiated. If not, thefact that the schools are essentially similar will have beenmade known. Hereafter the groups of schools receivingFederal aid will be designated as Group A and the schools notreceiving Federal aid will be designated as Group B.The distribution by States of the returns from eveningschools, classified as to whether or not they receive Federalaid, is shown in Table 16. These data are presented in detailto show the extent of return, and also to report -(see firstcolumn) the number of evening schools that were located inthe different States. It is not claimed that every school in
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operation was approached. It will be noted that one or
more evening schools were located in every State except New
Hampshire.
TABLE 16.Number8 of evening schools located in the di fferent States and

number represented in the investigation

State
Number
of schools
located

Number of schools from which Per cent
reports were received of schools

ap-
proached

from
With Without which

Federal Federal Total reports
aid aid were

received

3

Alabama
Arizona_
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia_
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana..
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana_
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
M ississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina_
Ohio
Oklahomil
Oregon
Pennsylvania_
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia ........ e .......
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Total

40
10

167
32

20
6

19
26

4
27
19
35
24

20
4

14
50

42
10
8

20
8

34

58
5

96
63

124
17
11

76
11
47

2
sa
46

6
3

29
12

16
sa

1, 364

7
4
1

32
3

7
4
1

2
1

13

19
2
1

3
1

10

15
6

26
2

2

4
4

2
14

1

4 6 s

4110. .1.

82

a

4

1

3
2

1

12

6
a

10

22
3

5

7
6

2
Mi. m. m.

2
1

1

3.....

18
50

1 20
114 68

3 9

7
1 17
4 67

1 4

1 25
11 41
9 47

14
2 8

2 10
1 25
1 20
8 57

50

25 eo
7 70
2 25
a 25
2 25

4 12
1 13

20 34

37 39
9 14

32 26
2 12
5 45

25 33
6 55
3 6
1 50
8 9

8 17
2 83

6 21
a 42

19
17 49

1 10

196 tts
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

The distribution presented in Table 16 shows the number
of check lists sent to evening schools in each State. The per-
cent:ages of check lists returned from each State as a wholevary widely. Minnesota has the largest return, with 70 per
cent, and is followed closely by California with 68 per cent,
and the District of Columbia with 67 per cent. The lowest

4percentages of returns were from Colorado, Georgia, Kansas,
South Carolina, Tennessee, and Vermont. Less than 10 percent of the inquiries sent to these States were returned. The
lowest returns for the entire country are from the Southern
region, with an average return of 14 per cent. The highestis from the Middle Atlantic region, with 41 per cent. The
percentages for the other regions are: Middle West, 37eper
cent; Northeast, 32 per cent; West, 29 per cent.

In the following pages of this chapter will be presented
summaries of the data on evening schoolias obtained throughthe use of the inquiry form.

3. THE PROGRAMS OF EVENING SCHOOLS

A great variety of ,subjects offered.There is no more
important aspect of the evening school than, the program of
studies. The other features of the school exist to make
possible the offering of subjects or learning experiences for the
pupils. One might expect the offering of the evening school
to be broad and ciunprehensive, considering the variety of
interests and needs of more than a rnillibn pupils seeking
additional vocational or other forms of training and the
great variation in types and levels of ability of pupils. Even
with this expectation, one is impressed with the hundreds of
coumes that have been offered to serve those enrolled in
evening schools. Practically none of these courses is above
the level of that which is ordinarily considered secondary
education. Having limited the group of schools as much as
possible to evening secondary schools, the results do not show
many subjects that are distinctly elementary in nature.

The scope of the offering of the evening school can be
realized only by reference to the long list of subjects offered.

, The entire list totals 387, althoUgh it should be mentionedthat there is some overlapping of the various subjects in the
titles reported. The 46 subjects offered in 15 or more
schools have been presented in Table 17. Following the
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names of the courses are the percentages of schools of Group
A (federally aided) and Group B (not federally aided)
offering each, the median enrollments for each subject in each
group of schools, and the coupes that are being subsidized
by Federal funds. The courses offered in fewer than 15
schQols are listed in Table 18.

TABLE 17 .-Fercentages of evening schools offering various subjects and
median enrollment in each subject offered. (No data are included for
subjects offered in fewer than 15 schools)

Subject

"N.

4

(A) Academic i(combined)

General academic
Biology. k

Chemistry
Civics_..-
Economics
English
French
German
History, United States
History, United States, and civics
Italian
Journalism
lAtin
Mathematics

Algebra
Geometry, plane
Geometry, solid.,

nometry________ ________-- - - - - - -

Physics
Psychology
Public speaking
Science, general
Short-story writing
Spanish

(B) Commercial
General commercial
Accounting
Advertising
Bookkeeping
Business English
Civil service
Commercial arithmetic
Commercial law
Machine calculating
Oaks practice
Penmanship
Pen 0* I,8. la1. 1

Pand spelling

Short
Shorthand and typing
TYPing.

A

Percentage of schools
offering each subject

Median enroll-
ments in each

subject

Group
A

(244)

2

Group

(195)

3

Total
4439)

Group
A

Group

5 3 1 0 3 3 48
2.0 12.8 6.6 18

23.3 31.1 26.0 30
7.8 14.8 10.6 25
7 4 14.3 10.1 32

42.9 b4.6 46.6 58
21 7 36 7 27.5 35
11 5 17.3 13.6 23
11.0 17.3 13.4 26
2.9 4.6 3.5 90
2.9 8.2 5.1 75
5.3 6.1 5.5 27
7.8 16.8 11.4 18

29.9 29.1 28.6 42
21.3 35.2 26.6 39
17.2 26.5 20.7 28
4 5 12.2 7.7 19
9.0 14.3 11.0 19

11.5 19.4 14.5 29
4.5 6.6 5.3 28

21.7 25.5 22.7 39
5.3 9.7 7.0 40
4.1 4.1 4.0 60

2& 6 47. 9 38. 1 31

4 5 5.6 4 8 58
9.0 7.1 7 9 35
6 1 2.0 4 2 33

58. 4 7.8 59. 8 53
36.0 28 6 31 7 41
(1 2 8.8 3 5

24.9 18.9 21 8 32
21.3 25 5 72.4 31
18.4 & 2 12.3 73
& 5 & I 5 7 28
9.0 9 7 9 0 30
& 3 1.5 3 5 90

28.7 11.7 17.8 33
45.8 71.4 55. 4 111
14.7 1 8 9.0 70
M.8 70,9 Oa 1 126

49 )

50
38

Per-
centage

of
Group

A
schools
receiv-

ing
Federal
aid for
each

subject
(244)

7

6.1

0. 4

2. 0

0. 4

0. 8

1. 2
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0. 4
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TABLE 17.-Percentages of evening schools offering various subjects andmedian enrollment in each subject o ered.j (No data are included fttrsubjects offered in fewer than 15 sc )-Continued

Subject

Percentage of schools
offering each subject

Median enroll-
ments in each

subject

Group
A

(244)

Group

(195)

1 3

Total
(439)

Group Group
A

(C) Industrial arts
Aeronautics
Auto electrics
Apto mechanics
Alchitectural drafting
Bricklaying
Cabinetmaking
Carpentry
Drafting
Electricity
Machine shop
Mechanical drawing
Painting, decorating, and paperhanging__
Patternmaking
Plumbing
Printing
Radio
Sheet metal
Welding
Woodwork

(D) Household arts
Clothing construction
Cooking
Foods
Home economics
Home nursing and/or first aid
Millinery

(E) Music, arts, and crafts
Musks
Music, instrumental
Orchestra or band
Chorus
Art courses
Arts and crafts
Applied art
Art metal
Commercial art
Interior decoration
Dramatic art

(F) Related tubjeds
Blue print reading
Related chemistry
Related drafting
Relatd mathematics
Chemistry for nurses

Americanisation
(G) Other erects

Elementary academic
English for foreigners
Lip reading
Naturalisation
Parent education-
Physical training

9.8
7.8

40. 5
19.8
& 1

13.9
17.8
8. 2

45.0
53. 6
49. 1
13. 5
5 7

18 8
23. 7
13.1
16. 4
19. 6
22.9

E.& 2
24.9
15.5
7.0

15. 5
l& 9

2.9
4. 5

12. 7
6.5

16. 0
13. 1
4. 5
2.9

26. 2
9.4
8.8

23. 7
& 6

20.0
25. 8

& 1

18.8
3.7

18.4
8.6

13.6
7.0

26. 6

8.8
3.1

18.9
7.7
0.5
1.5
1.0
2.8
& 7

19.4
32.1
0.5
1 0
2.0

11. 2
3.1
3. 8
5.1

283

42.3
14.8

1.0
4.1
7.7

14.8

6.6
4.8

17. 9
10.7
l& 4
1 1.7
4.6
4. 1
9. 2
2.0

16.8

2.6
1 0
0.0
6.1
0.0

18. 4
4.6

17.9
7.1

23.0
5. 1

40. 8

1&
& 6

29.9
13.9
3. 5
8.1
9.9
5. 5

27.9
37.2
40.3

7. 5
3.5
9.9

17.6
& 4

10.3
12.8
24.6

48.0
19.8
8.8
5.5

1 1.7
13.9

4.4
4. 4

14.6
8.1

16.5
12.1
4.4
3.3

18.0
5.9

1 1.9

13.9
5.1

10.8
16.5
& 3

18 0
4.0

17.8
7.7

17. 2
6. 9

31.9

45
ao
35
ae
28
31
23
ao
30
40
35
20
22
25
V
31

ao

28

51
32
27
28
ao
32

35
38
as
36
31
27
45
31

40
33

28
26
27
21
aa

25
31
47

.1MI eMfee

- - .....

55
63
33
37

25
20
25
45
ao

so
2a

47

42

38
43
32
48
41
28
52
20
34

47

48

e a e e
1:14

e e gle e e e ND

Per-
cn t ag e

of
Group

A
schools
receiv-

ing
Federal
aid for
each

sub)ect
(244)

7

2. 5
2. 0

23. 3
9. 4
4. 5
3. 7

18. 8
10. 2
28.2
33. 9
19. 2
13. 5
6. 3

16.
11. 9
3. 3

14. 7
15. 5
4. 9

21. 3
9.4
2.0
1. 2
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4.9
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TABLE 18.-Subjects offered byfewer than 15 of the 439 evening schools
included stxithe inveátigation

A. ACADEMIC SUBJECTS

Adult education (13).1
American diplomacy (1).
Current events (12).
English:

For adults (1).
Corrective (1).

Geography:
Commercial (3).
Economic (1).
European (1).
Physical (5).

History:
Ancient (11).
Ancient and medieval (1).
California (2).
English (2).
European (14).
History (n.o.s.) 2 (11).
Industrial (1).
Medieval*(2).
Medieval and modern (1). .

Modern (13).
Orange County, California (1).
World (7).

International relations (2).
lAnguages (foreign):

Bohemian (1).
Esperanto (2).
French-Spanish (1).
Greek (1).
Jewish (1).
Languages (n.o.s.) (1).

, Law: -

Bar (1).
Civil and procedure (1).

.411a.

Law: Continued.
Common (2).
General (1).
Insurance (1).
Law (n.o.s.) (1).
Parliamentary (6).
Real estate (4).

Mathematics:
Calculus (3).
MathematiFs and English

News relations (1).
Playwriting (1).
Population problems (1).
Science:

Astronomy (6).
Bacteriology (5).
Bird study (1).
Botany (5).
Geology (10).
Metallography (1).
Meteorology and navigation

(1).
Mineralogy (1).
Nature study (2).
Navigation (7).
Navigation, aerial (1).
Navigation, celestial (1).
Pharmacy (1).
Physiology (10).
Science (n.o.s.) (4).
Zoology (3).

Sociology (13).
Surveying (1).
Teacher training (6).
Wealth (1).

(6).

B. COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS

Advertising and salesmanship (9).
Banking (9).
Bookkeeping, arithmetic, and writ-

ing (1).
Bookkeeping and typing (5).

Business management (11).
Civil service (31.
Credits (1).
Detailing and stock billing (1).
Dictotype (1).

I Numbers in parentheses indicate number of schools offering courses_
N. o. a. (not otherwise stated) indicates pat the specific) nature of :the °course was not

indebted. oe, Abe
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TABLE 18. Subjects offered by fewer than 15 of the 439 evening ichools'included in the inveatigalion Continued

Elementary business training (10).
Finance (2) .

Income tax (1).
Insurance salesmanship (1).
Investments (3).
Negotiable instruments (2).
Penmanship and-shorthand (1).
Personnel development (1).
Personnel administration (1).
Problems job adjustment (1);

Rapid calculation and spelling (1).
Real estate (3) .

Secretarial training (5) .

Speed Arriting (3).
Spelling (14).
Stenography, typing, and business

English (1).
Stenotyping (3).
Supervisory trafning (1).
Trust functions (1).

C. INDUSTRIAL ARTS SUBJECTS

Architecture (1).
Automobile:

Care (4).
Construction (1).
Operating (2).
Sales and service, (1)..
Theory (2).
Upholstery (1).
Vulcanizinia1).

Blacksmithini:
Blacksmith apprentices (1).
Blacksmithing (n.o.s.) (1).
Boilermaker apprentices (1).
Boilerroom practice (3).

Building trades:
Iienchwork (1).
Building trades (q.o.s.) (1).
Carpentry apprentice (5).
Concrete form construction

(1).
Decoration of buildings (1).
Kalemin doors and metal

trimming (1).
Lather's apprentice (1).
Plastering (14). g

Structural engineering (2)
Structural building (1).
Structural *el (1).
Wall decoration (1).
Wall work (1).

Design:
Aeronautical (1).
Architectural (1),

Design-Continued.
BodPi (1) .

Machine and tool (13).
Printing (1).
Structural (1).

Electricity:
Apprentices (2).
Code rules (1).
Engineering (1),
Equipment, care, and use
House wiring (3).
Inside (1).
Installation and practice (1).
Machine testing (1).
Machinery (1).
Mechanics (8).
Outside (1).
Plating (2).
Railroad related work (1).
Shop (n.o.s.) (5).

-Steel furnace (1).
Engineering:

Custodian (1). I.
Engineering (n.o.s.) (4).
Engines (1).
Marine (Diesel) (1).
Stationary (3).
Steam (6).

Estimating:
Building trades (3).
Cost (1).
Electric (1).
Estimating (n.o.s.) (5).
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TABLE Subjects offered by fewer than 15 of the 489 evening
tncluded in the invtigation Continued

Estimating-Continued.'
Plumbing (2).
Printers (1).
Printing and linotype key-

board (1).
Firenien (1).
Firemen and engines (2).
Furniture:

Craft (1).
Finishing (1).
Upholstery (2).

Gas:
Distribution (1).
Engines and autos (1).
Engine mechanics (1).
Mathematics and physics (1).

General textiles and fabric analy-
sis (1).

Heat:
Engines (2).
Heating and ventilating (3).

Industrial arts (n.o.s.
Locomotive air brakes (1).
Machine mathematics and draw-

ing ,(1).
Machine trades:

Aeromechanics (11).
Die cutting (1).
Machinist apprentices (
Mechanics trade (1) .

Rbd making (3).
Mechanics of materials (1).
Metal work:

Apprentices (4).
Forge (2).
Foundry (4).
Foundry apprentices (1).
Heat treatment óf steel (1).
Iron, ornamental (2).
Ironwork (1).
Metal work (n.o.s.) (1).
Metallurgy (6).
Molding (1).

Metal work-Continued.
Steel layout (1).
Steel square (4).

Oil analysis (1).
Oil and gas (1).
Pattern drafting (1).
Plumbing:

Accounting (1).
Apprentices (2).
Drafting and layout (2).
Lead work (2).

Po.wer operation (4).
Power plant (2).
Printing trades:

Bookbinding (2).
Handbook (1).
Linotype ( 1 1) .

Linotype mechanic (1).
Monotypé (3).

Radio:
Building (1).
Operators (1).
Repair (4).

Refrigeration (1).
Refrigeration, chemical (1).
Shoemaking (1).
Shoe repair (2).
Shóp fitter (1).

schools

Shop immigrant education (1):
Tailoring:

French draping (1).
Pattern drafting (2).
Preming and spotting (3).
Tailoring (n.o.s.) (9).

"Telegraphy -(n.o.s.) (1).
Telegraphy, automatic (1).
Telegraphy, radio (2).
Telephony (7).
Telephony, foreman and training

(1).
Trade apprentices (n. o. s.) (1).
Woodikrork:

Millwork
Millwright practice (1).
Manual training (12).
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TABLE 18.40)/ed., offered by fewer than 15 of the 439 evening schoolsincluded in the investigation-Continued
k D. HOUSEHOLD ARTS SUBJECTS

Budgeting (3).
Cafeteria and tea room manage-

ment (3).
Cake decoration (2).
Child care (3).
Dietetics (nurses) (3).
Dietotherapy (nurses) (1).
Home:

Betterment (1).
Building (1).
Decorating (1).
Financing (1).
Furnishing (3).
Furnishing and planning (1).
Mechanics (2).
Teaching (3).

E. SUBJECTS

Appreciation:
Art (2).
Music (4).
Play (1).

Art, leather (2).
Art, needlework (5).
Baluk glass (1).
Basketry (14).
Basketry and fabric painting (1).
Ceramics and pottery (6).
China painting (9).
Costume design (12).
Design:

Commercial (2).
Advertising (1).
Furniture (4).
Garment (1).

4111h

Home-Continued.
Knitting (1).
Lace (1).
Lamp-shade making (1).
Maids (1).
Maids, Negro (2).
Mothers ' class and play scipool

(1).
Needlepoint (1).
Needlework (1).
Novelties (1).
Sewing, dressmaking, and mil-

linery (1).
Supper club (3).
Textiles (2).

IN MUSIC, ARTS, AND CRAFTS

Design-Continued.
Jewelry (1).
Textile (2).

Drawing, freehand (12).
Drawing, life (8).
.Harmony (2).
Home decoration (8).
Modeling (2).
M g, clay (7).

ocal (8).
Placque and reed work (1).
Photo-engraving (1).
Photography ().
Polychrome (1).
Reedwork, basketry, and furni-

ture (1).
Reedwork and woodwork (1).

F. OTHER SUBJECTS

Agriculture:
Ágriculture (n.o.s.) (5).
Chemistry of soils and soil

analysis (1).
Citrus culture (1).
Date culture (1).
Economic (1).
Feeds and feeding (1).
Field crops (1),

Agriculture-Continued.
Floriculture (4).
Gardening (6).
Landscape gardening (7).
Poultry (9).
Rabbit Management (1).

Chemistry for firemen (2).
Chemistry of oils (1).
Clinical technIgue (1).
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TABLZ 18.-Subjecta offered by fewer than 15 of the 439 evening schoolsincluded in the investigation-Continued
Cooking, restaurant (1).
Cosmetology (12).
Discussion group (2).
Educational tests and measure-

ments (1).
Etiquette (2).

If Foreman training (7).
Freight-car men (1).
General lecture for senior nurses (1).
Human relations (cgunty jail) (1).
Janitor training (1).
Leather (3).
Library science (1).
Life saving (1).
Loftsman (1).
Lubrications (2).
Marksmanship (4).
Meat cutting and marketing (2).
Mining (3).
Newsboys' class (1).
Nursing (4).
Orientation (1).
Papermaking (4).
Parent teachers (2).
Personality (2).
Petroleum technology (1).
Philosophy (1).
Physieal education and health:

Aesthetic danciing (1).

Physical education-Continued.
Clog and natural dancing (1). -
Clog and tap dancing (2).
Danish folk dancing (1).
Hygiene (13).
Life saving (1).
Mental hygiene (1).
School health (1).

Police problems (2).
Railroad apprentices (2).
Safety school (6).
Scout leaders (leadership training)

(11).

Slide rule (6).
Speech correction (1).
Speech improvement (5).
Tèlevision and talking pictures (1).
Traffic management (6).
Travel study (1).
Upholstery (3).
Visual instruction (1).
Vocations (2).
Vocational guidance (1).
Watch repairing (1).
Water analysis (1).
Weaving (2).
Window trimming (3) .

Wood carving (1).

The academic eubject8.-Th8 academic subjects do 'not
appear so frequently as subjects of other types. Only 13
appear in as many as 15 schools. Of these, mathematics and
theloreign languages have highest frequency. Public speak-

a ing and physics are algo somewhat popular. The frequencies
of appearance of the academic subjects are uniformly higher
for the schools without Federal aid than for the schools in the
other group. As will be pointed out later, the federally
aided schools stress other phases of the program, notably
those aspects for which aid is given. The social studies, other
than history, are conspicuously absent from the table which re-
ports the subjects more frequently offeired. In fact, economics
doesnot appear among the subjects reported by the heads of the
cooperating schools, and sociology appears in only 13 schools.
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It can not be said that the evening schools are being used gen-erally by adults to study the troublesometocial and eco-nomic problems fred by the communities and the Nation.
History and science make up nearly half of the subjectslisted in".the academic division of Table 17.. Some of thecourses in history are focal, that is, State or county, but most ofthem are courses traditionally included in the program of theday high school, such as ancient, medieval, modern European,and American history. The science subjects appear infre-

u en tly with the exception of physics, which was reported by 66schools, and general science, reported by 32 schools. All re-maining science subjects were offered in fewer thati.15 schools.
The commercial subjects.The offering in thCeommercialfield is extensive. All the subjects offered in the day com-mercial schools are to be found in the list. Certain of thesesubjects are as universally offered as aTe any of the subjectsin other fields. Bookkeeping, shorthand, and typing are

offered in about half of the schools. The frequent appear-ance of these thiiee subjects is in harmony with the practicein the day high schools. Less frequently found are courses in
advertising, salesmanship, and business management. Someof the courses appefiring infrpquently are very specific in na-ture. The three dominant subjects, bookkeeping, shorthand,and typing, are offered more frequently by the schools not re-ceiving Federal aid than by the schools in the other group.

The industrial arts subjects.Among the different groups,the greatest array of subjects exists for the industrial artsfield. More of these subjects qualify for inclusion in thegroup of subjects more frequently offered (appearing in 15or more schools) than in any other group and as many as 130subjects appear with a smaller frequencY. The subjects
more frequently offered are the same as those more frequently
offered in the day school. The federally aided schools aremuch more active in offering subjects in the industrial artsfield than those not enjoying such aid. The subjects less
frequently offene cover a wide range of work and many ofthem do not appear in day schools. It would appear thatthe courses are offered in response to a need of a group of
pupils or a need for training in the community. The greatvariety of forms of industrial activity presents ahnost
unlimited possibilities for the development of specific courses.
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The household art8 subjeds. The offe`ring in the household
arts includes the basic fields commonly offered in the day
high school, namely, cooking, or foods and clothing construc-
tion. The general label of home economics was applied to
the course in some schools. This coirse probably included
both cooking and sewing and some of the content of the more
specialized courses. Courses in this field are offered with a
slightly higher frequency by the federally aided 4chools than
by those without such aid. The courses less frequently
offered cover certain specific aspects of homemaking and
certain forms of occupational training for women. There is
evidence of recognition of the needs of adults who have
responsibility for the management of homes or who have
children to care for. However, it will be noted that only a
small number of the schools have given recognition to the
important need of education ior the rearing of children.
Training in child care seems not to be well adapted to early
adolescents in the day high school and can probably b be
given after the parents have actual responsibility fou.,t 'rear-
ing of a child. Increased recognition of the importance of the
parents and the home in conditioning the behavior of the child
may lead to greater recognition of this type of training by the
school abd cause more parents to endeavor systematically to
qualify themselves for this important responsibility.

Other subject8 offered in the evening school .7Other subjects,
though not so frequeritly offered,\ftee usually represented in
the program. Academia subjects are often made available.
Music of various types appears in a considerable proportion
of the schools. Siich courses take the form of group work in
band or orchestra; less often vocal and instrumental instruc-
tion is given. Four schools only offer courses in appreciation.
While training in performance in music will be considered by
some as the best form of training for appreciation, there are
doubtless many lacking in aptitude and inclination for per-
formance who would increase their enjoyment of music
through courses in appreciation in which contact is made with
the best in music.

Courses in arts and crafts appear in a considerable number
of the schools. Some of these courses are appreciation
courses labelled as such but most of them are of a perform-
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ance type. A Variety of courses of this type are offered, per-
mitting persons to develop special interests, and in some cases,
to develop sufficient skill to be used vocationally. Certain of
the courses in this field are distinctly vocational in character,
such as commercial art and different forms of design.

The variety of the subjects offered in evening schools is
further extende4 by the list under "other subjects" in both
Tables 17 and 18, subjects that did not wholly fit in any of
the previous groups. There appear here many subjects that
would not be expected in a secondary school by persons who
retain the traditional conception of the secondary school as
one preparing for academic higher institutiong and for the pro-
fessions. Even more than the democratized day high school,
the evening school would appear to be responsive to the par-
ticular needs of individuals and groups ha the community.

Enrollment in different subjects.The data on the enro0-
ment in the different subjects (Table 17) suggest the extent
to which the different subjects offered are being taken by
pupils. The size of the school affects% the number of pupils
available for enrollment. A comparison of the figures for the
different subjects will show differenes in popularity of the
courses with pupils. On the average, the enrollments would
support one class of from 20 to 35 pupils. The numbers- are
much larger in certain subjects, indicating that several
sections \of the same class are provided. The numbers are
especiallp large in the commercial field. The enrollmentsare also large for physical training and for certain academic
subjects. In geheral the classes In the federally aided
schools are larger than thd classes in the other schools.

Subject8 euptrtecl by Federal aid.Data are also presentedin Table 17 on the percentage of schools reporting receipt of
Federal aid for each of the subjects. According to tliese
reports, many of the federally aided schools are offering sub-jects in fields where aid might be received, but for which itis not receivtid. A comparison of the percentages in column1 and in column 6 will indicate the extent to which schools
offering the subjects do not receive aia.

a
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4. ENROLLMENTS OF EVENING SCHOOLS INCLUDED IN THE
INVESTIGATION

The numbers enrolled in the evening schools included in
the investigation are reported in Table 19. These data
indicate that the median total enrollment of the schools in
Group A is smaller than that of the others. The median
enrollments by sex are approximately equal in the two groups,
and the differences between medians of total enrollments are
due to the fact that Group A contains a number of schools
for men or for women only. Among these are 7 schools for
women only and 38 for men only, a total of 45. In Group
B are 4 schools for women only and 6 for men only, a total
of only 10. This difference between the two groups of schools
may account in part at least for the difference in median
total enrollment. Obviously, as we approach the situation
where all schools are segregated as to sex, the median total
enrollment approaches the median enrollment by sex. Any
difference between the two groups of schools in the number
of schools confined to one sex or the other will influence the
median total enrollments accordingly. These evening schools
are relatively large, indicating that they are located for the
most part in urban centers. The median number enrolled
in these 439 schools is 559 pupils and as many as a fourth of
all have an enrollment of 1,317 or more. At the other
extreme, a fourth have enrollments of 233 or fewer.

The meclian daily attendance for the schools in Group A
is 274 and for Group B is 296. This again brings out the,
slight difference between enrollments of the two groups.

TABLE 19. Median enrollments in evening high schools included in
the investigation

Measure

Group A (244) Group B (195) 'All schools (439)

Men Wom- Totalen

Median
First quartile
Third quartile_

300
126
645

241
95

642

504
195

1, 206

en Total Men Wom-
en Total

10

326 317 650 311 284 MO
98 136 255 114 114 233

725 667 1,406 684 663 1, 317

NomTbe numbers In parentheses are the numbers of schools represented.
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5. THE ADMINISTRATION OF EVENING SCHOOLS

Articulation of courses.The courses in evening schools
maSr` be similar in content and difficulty to courses in the dayhigh schools. As many as half of the schools report attemptsto maintain the same standards and in other ways to make
them equivalant to day courses. (See Table 20.) This policy
would apply only to the courses offered in both types of
schools. 11, is significant that as many as half of the schoolsdo not claim to duplicate the day-school offering.

A much larger proportion of the schools report attemptsto adapt the content of courses to the special interests, capac-ities, and needs of pupils. On this point, the percentages
approach 100. A somewhat smaller proportion report at-tempts to relate the content of occupational courses to the
occupations of pupils. While all schools offering vocational
courses would doubtless claim some relationship of these
courses wiih the occupation of the pupils, they failed toclaim that they were making a' systematic " attempt. Thefederally aided schools report more effort than the unaidedgroup in attempting to tie their work up with the occupationsof their pupils. The policy of attempting to develop coursesfor which there is a felt need and introducing content andmethods best adapted to the pupils being served givespromise for building a functional program in evening schools.
TABLE 20.Percentages of evening schools reporting afrempts to coordinatetheir courses with (1) courses in day school, (2) interests and abilitiesof students, and (3) occupations of students.

Type of coordination Group A
(244)

s

Attempt to make the oontent and difficulty of courses the sameas similar courses in the regular day schoolAttempt to adapt the content of courses to the special interests,abilities, and needs of the pupils enrolled in themAttempt to relate the content of occupational courses to theoccupations of the pupils

50. 5

94. 6

82.9

Group B I Total
(195) (439)

55. 2

95. 6

68. 7

52. 6

95. 1

74.6

NOTE.The numbers in parentheses are the numbers of schools represented.

Procedures for articukaing evening-school courses wa occu-pations of pupils.One of the major objectives of the evening-school program is vocfAidnal. There can be no dpubi, of
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this after considering, as has been done, the program of
courses offered. On this account, it is important to relate
the courses to the vocational activities of pupils. The
extent of use of different procedures to accomplish this
articulation is reported in Table 21. It is obvious from the
evidence presented that many evening schools are making
a systematic attempt to tie up the work of the school with
the occupational activity of the pupils. A larger percentage
of federally aided schools than of the unaided report the
different practices. However, some of the activities men-
tioned are not carried on in an organized way. The place-
ment service in some schools is limited to the little that is
done by the regular teachers in addition to their teaching
duties. In other schools there is a well-organized placement
bureau.

TABLE 21.-Percentages of evening schools making various efforts to
coordinate their courses with occupational activities of pupils

Nature of effort Group A Group B Median

1
t

2 8 4

1. Provide organized placement service 520. 9. 2 15 6
2. Provide follow-up of pupils after they enter occupations._ _ _ 22.1 9.2 1441
8. Obtain judgments of employers on the education needs of

students in their employ 4& 9 1& 4 32.a
4. Obtain judgments of employers on the nature of training

needed for positions in their establishments 48.0 15.9 33.7
5. Obtain Judgments of employees on the nature of training

needed for their occupations 48.0 15.9 33.7
6. Have permanent advisory oommittees 23. 0 5.6 1&
7. Make systematic study of success of pupils 14.8 5. 1 10.6
8. Make systematic analysis of activities carried on by em-

ployees working in positions trained for in the school__ 11.9 3. 1 & C

Mean of percentages 29.3 9.9 20.1

Some schools continue their concern over the pupil after
he leaves and provide a follow-up service by which aid is
given to him in getting started in his new occupation.
Judgment of employers and of employees are both utilized
to determine the training needs for the different occupations.
Nearly half of the federally aided schools report this recourse
to workers in occupations. In a smaller number of cities,
permanent advisory committees are maintained. Systematic
investigations have been made by a small number of schools
to provide a better basis for planning the vocational training
program. Other practice6, not listed in Table 21, include
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'employment of teachers who have had experience infield in which they teach and use of actual vocational plems brought to the class by pupils. In all these procedithe federally aided schools are the more active.Oredil allowed for cour8e8 in evening 8chooL9.Crediallowed for work in evening schools in much the same maias in the regular high school. In a full half of the sch(54.7 per cent) these credits are accepted toward graduafrom the regular day high school. Acceptance of evenschool work toward graduation is limited in some schoolcourses equivalent to courses in the day school. In ofschools, only a certain fraction of the credits offered towthe diploma may be earned in the evening school. Hathe schools indicate that the day-school pupils are permitto take courses in the evening school if the desired coinare not available in the day school.
A diploma is granted to pupils of evening schoolscompletion of a prescribed amount of work. This practis followed in about half of the schools. A "certificatis granted in 8.9 per cent of the cases. The federally aidschools use the certificate more than the schools not receivisuch aid (13.2 as compared with 8.9 per cent). The diploimay be a regular high-school diploma, similar to the ogranted by day schools, or a special diploma for the evenischool.
Time given to courses in evening 8chool.The time allowfor courses in evening school varies greatly. In about hithe schools, all courses run through the entire school yetibut students receive credit for the work done each half yesThe length of the session for a year varies from a few hoursa continuous progtam throughout the entire year. The sesions are on the average 8 weeks longer in the schools withoiFederal aid than iii schools with such aid, the contrastirlengths being 24 and 32 weeks. In some communities tischools are in session only 2 hours per week while in othicommunities they are open 20 hours a week-4 hours a dafor 5 days a week. The median practice is 4 hours a weelIt is also the median practice to give 4 hours.to each countHowever, the time given to courses ranges from two4of an hour to 15 hours. These periods are broken'class periods ranging from 36 minutes to 2 hours in
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PART-TIME SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Housing of the evening school.Evening schools are almost

always housed in the regular high-school building. Of the

schools in Group A, 8.9 per cent stated that they are housed

in separate buildings; among the remainder, 19.1 per cent

reported being housed in the high-school building. Only

1.1 per cent of the schools in Group B reported that they

are housed in a separate building; the others use the high-

school building. In a few cases the respondent indicated

that the separate building was a hospital, Y. M. C. A., or

factory. A few schools report the use of several buildings,

usually the high-school and one or more elementary-school

buildings.
Administrative head of evening 8chool.The administfa-

tive head also holds some other position during the day.

(See Table 22.) In both groups of schools, more than 40

per cent of the evening-schtool tsrincipals are also principals

of the high school and about 12 per cent are principals of

some other school, niost frequently an4'elementary school.

The remainder are teachers, directors of industrial or voca-

tional education,tr other ad&inistrative workers. Practices

in this respect are much alike for the twoigroups of evening

schools. The articulation of the evening iiiad day high school

is doubtlessly increased by having both units controlled by

the same person.

TABLE 22. Percentages of evening schools with different types of
functionaries as heads

Head of school Group A Group B Median

1

ilb4l

I 3 4

High-school principal
44 7 40. 8 42.9

'reacher
2a 4 21. 1 20. 7

Director of industrial or vocational education 14. 5 7. 5

Principal of other school
11. 8 12. 0 11. 9

Assistant principal
& 6 H. 3 9. 9

Department head
12. 7 6. 1

Superintendent.
2. 1 1. 0

Salaries of teachers. Little difference is-found 1Yetween the

salakes paid by federally aided schools and by schools not

federally aided. The median pay per night for both groups

of schools is about $4, although because of the variations in

methods of fixing stipends and in amount of time put in per

night, this figure is only an appro En liCon. It is fairly ac=
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curate, however, for those schooLs reporting definitely on thesalary for evening-school teachers. The range in stipend re-ported for teachers in schools of Group A is from $1.25 to $14per night, that for Group B is from $2 to $10 per night.These represent the maximums and minimums reported byall schools. Some evening schools pay at an hourly rate. InGroup A 'this ranges from $0.75 to $6.50; in Groupe B from$0.50 to $3.
The bases qn which salaries vary are principally experienceand length of service. One school reported that salary is

, based on enrollment in the class.
Records of information about pupils.-Evening schools havedone less than day schools in accumultiting information aboutthe' pupils. These pupils are older than in day schools andthere seems to be an assumption that the responsibility ofthe school stops with the offering of courses which pupils de-sire. Some schools operate on a broader conception of theirfunction. Aid in placement in occupations represents oneform of additional service. //lost schools have done verylittle in studying the needs of the pupils they are serving.The percentages of schools recording different items of infor-mation are presented in Table 23. Age, nationality, race,and marks are the kinds of information most frequently re-corded. Other items of significance for guidance are recórdedmuch less frequently, and less frequently in the schools not6ceiving Federal aid than by the schools in the aided group.

TABLE 23. Percentages of evening schools with record; of certain types ofinformation about pupils
.M.NIIII!

eiL

Type of information Or= A

Age
Nationality
Marks
Race
Grade location when leaving regulardiy schoolVocational plans
Educational plans
Occupation entered at tin* of leaving regular day schoolDifferent occupations engaged in sinoe leaving schoolFather's occupation
Interest
Health

29 6
2d. 0
18. 0
13.9
14. 8
11.1
9. 8
8. 6
7.8
7. 8
6. 6
4. 9

Group B
(196)

Total
(439)

4

22.8
17. 1 19. 1
17.6 17.7
14. 5 14. 1
7. 8 11. 6
3. 1 7. 5
4. 2 7. 3
2. 6 5. 9
3.1 6. 7
a & 2
2. 1 4. 6
& 2 6. 0

NoTz.-The numbers in parentheses are the numbers of sebools represented.
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Attention should probably be called to the total absence in
both groups of schools of objective Measures of the capacity
of these students.

Use of Federal aid in evening schools.Throughout this
discussion, the practices of evening- schools partly supported
by Smith-Hughes funds have been compared with schools
without such support. Practically all the schools withotil
this support have never received it. Only 8 schools in Group
B, or approximately 4 per cent, indicated that they had re-
ceived Federal aid in the past. Only 3 stated their reasons
for discontinuing its use and these were: Federally aided
work transferred to another school; difficult to fill classes
with ambunt of time required in courses; difficult to Qrganize
class'ès to conform to regulations. These reasons may be of
interest, but so few schools are concerned that discussion at
this point is unwarranted.

Use of correspondence-school cour8e8.Another matter of
interest is tire use of correspondence-school courses in evening
schools. Elsewhere in the réport of the Survey will be found
al chapter on the uge of these courses by public high schools.
Nine schools in Group A and one in Group B replied that
such lessons were used. Milli represents about 4 per cent of
Group A and less than 1 per cent of Group B. The courses
offered by this method Tire arithmetic, English, mathematics,
drawing, advertising, salesmanship, economics, retail selling,
police problems, and American diplomacy. Evidently these
courses find some place in the curriculum of evening schools,
particularly those of Group A, as a supplement to the regular
class offering.

6. SUMMARY STATEMENT CONCERNING PREVALENCE AND
PROGRAMS OF EVENING SCHOOLS

(1) Evening schools in the United States enrolled more
than 1,000,000 persons in 1930. From the replies made by
439 evening schools to a check list on their enrollments, pro-
grams, and administration,. the median enrollment of these
schools vtas found to be 'between 500 to 600. This enroll-
ment is about equally divided as to sex. The first quartile
of the distribution of enrollments is slightly more than 200
and the third quartile is about 1,250. In other words, a
fourth of the evening schools replying to the inquiry had

[ 65 ]
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enrollments of less than 200; the Middle half had enrollmentsbetween 200 and 1,250; and the largest fourth had enrollméntsof more than 1,250.
(2) The program or course offering of evening schools isextremely broad and varied. In the whole number of schools,instruction is given in more than 500 courses. For the mostpart it is practical and vocational. There is considerabledifference between the schools with and without Federal aid.About a third of the offering of federally 4ided schools is notduplicated in schools not drawing Fedétal aid and a fourthto a third of the offering in the latter type of schools is notduplicated in the federally aided group. The courses con-fined to the latter, group are largely specialized vocationalcourses and those peculiar to the schools not using Federalaid are largely academic.

(3) The facts concerning administration of f:vening schóolcourses indicate that the chief emphasis in these courses ison the practical and vocational values; :1 This a,p44ars to bemore characteristic of the federally aided schools than of theunaided group. Schools of the latter type seem to have morearticulation with day schools and to emphasize the objectiveof general education to a greater degree than the federallyaided schools.
(4) The administrative head of the evening school is mostoften the principal of the high school. This is true of allschools, federally aided or unaided. frequency areteachers, usually from the high 'school. t as frequentlyin federally aided schools, the director of vocational educa-tion administers the evening school. Corresponding to thisarrangement is that of having the evening school not receiv-ing Federal aid under the direction of a departmefit head.Others in both types of schools who direct the evening schoolare principals of elementary schools, assistant principals ofhigh sch9ols, and superintendents of schools.(5) The median salary of evening school teachers is about$4 per night or, roughly, $2 per hour. Wide variation insalary exists from school to school,. depeioling on subjectstaught, experience, and length of service.(6) On the whole, evening schools aypear to be makingsome effort to coordinate their activities vtr,ith the occupationalactivities and needs of the pupil. Sdh.00ls receiving kedéral
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aid seem to be working along these lines in much larger pro-
portions than those of schools not receiving Federal aid.
The' replies to the check list gave little evidence-of the quality
of this effort, but such evidence as there is indicates that the
program of the federally aided schools for coordination is
mOre definitively organized and more systematic than that
of bhe schools not drawing Federal aid. Since the program
of the former type of school is more definitively vocational and
practical, this difference is what might be anticipated.

(7) Evening schools, as a group, do not devote much energy
to recording data on the characteristics of their pupils. Age,
race, marks, and nationality are the items most commonly
recorded, but less than 30 per cent of the schools report that
they record any one of these items. In some cases, the school
authorities record only names, addsses, and courses take
by the students. There is at present little or no guidarse
connection with evening schools. Until such a program is(
developed, extensive systems of records are not to be expected.

(8) A small number of evening schools, practically all of
which are in the federally aided group, report the use of
correspondence-schoól courses. From the titles of the courses
reported, it appears that most of them are of the so-called
"related " or of the academic types.

(9) In most of the comparisons of the two groups of
evening schools presented here, the iroup receiving Federal
aid has some features not possessed by those not receiving
Federal aid. It is not within the scope of this report to
discuss or analyze the causes underlying these differences.
It was stated at the beginning of the chapter that no invid-
ious comparisons were intended and that the schools had
been divided in this way because it seemed a logicil division.
The effort at division is borne out by the rather striking
differences found. Another method of grouping might have
resulted in other differences of equal significance. However
this may be, the reader should be cauti ned against making
hasty generalizations. It may well e that the better
schools are those which avail thems yes of Federal aid.
It may also be that; because of Federal aid, these schools are
able to provide better programs and to do more for their
pupils than they could without aid. This seems logical.
No one wquld deny that organizatioiis receiving the benefits
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of financial aid should be in a position to expand and todevelop their programs to a greater degree than could bedone without this additional help. This would be especiallytrue in those lines where the additional funds were expended.The Smith-Hughes Act provides for aid in the fields of indus-trial and trade training, agriculture, and home economics.It is in these fields, especially the first-mentioned, that thesuperiority of the federally aided schools is evident in thematerials of this chapter.
(10) Two aspects of the program are deserving of specialmention in this summary statement. The first, horizontalarticulation with the dáyr school, is made manifest in the

common administrative control of the two units, mich
duplication in staff, and common use of the same plant.One is necessarily impressed with the similarity in titles of
courses appearing In evening schools and the titles whichappear in programs of the day high schools. The second,-the contribution of the evening school to a democratized
educational system, is shown by the provision, of educa-tional opportunity of various types which the pupils mighthave obtained in the day school if conditions had been morefavorable for them to continue there. In some instances,groups of pupils not provided for in the day school find in theevening school courses adapted to their abilities and interests.The following chapter on the characteristics of pupils willfurther show the extent to which the evening schools serveas an agency furthering the development of a democratic
secondary education.

1

A.

O
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CHAPTER V CHARACTERISTICS OF PUPILS ENROLLED
IN EVENING SCHOOLS

1. SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION
e

Pupils in evening schools differ from pupils in other second-

ary schools .Few data have geen gathered which describe the
characteristics of pupils served by evening schools. In a
study .of pupils in a singlk evening high school in St. Paul,
Minn., Koos found the pupils to differ notably from those in
the day schools in several respects.'

Schools and pupils included in,,investigatian.In the present
investigation information concerning pupils was obtained by
means of an inquiry form filled out by pupils in certain of the
schools visited ámong . the types described in the precedtng
chapter. Due to the fact that the personal visits to cities
were mfilde from February to June, 1931, the evening schools
in cities visited duririg the latter half of this period were found
to,be closed or just about to close. It was possible, howevr,
to collect the information desired from the pupils in 11

evening schools distributed U as follows: 2 in Bridgeport
(Conn.); 4 in Detroit; 2 in Indianapolis; 1 in Joliet (Ill.); and
2 in Milwaukee.

Since these data were collected in most schools near the
close of the school year, it may be assumed that the popula-
tion by that time was more or less selected. The mortality
in many evening schools is high and toward the close of the
term the original enrollment in evening schools is Qken
reduced by 50 per cent or more. On the other hand, the
evening schools of Bridgeport and Indianapolis were visited
near the middle of the term and one in Milwaukee just after
the'opening of a new term. These sChools include 5 of the
11 studied. In view of this fact it may be assumed that the
total population of the 11 schools is fairly representative.
It is also true that in evening schools pupils are entering

I As in Chapter IV, the term "pupil" is being used uniformly in all of the reports of the
Survey to refer to the persons served by the school. This fact will explain the failure to refer
to older persons enrolled in evening schools as ' 'students."

!Coos, Leonard V., The American Seoondary School. Boston, Ginn & Co., 1927. pp.

862-364.
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throughout the year. Regulations governing registrationand entrance to courses frequently permit pupils to enter andto leave courses whenever they desire, consequently, pupilsare entering courses as well as dropping out of them duringmost of the term.
The schools are believed to be representative of the differenttypes of evening schools, with perhaps a slight preponderanceof technical and vocational types. Three of the eveliing

schools were conducted by large comprehensive high schools,3 by trade or vocational schools, 2 by general high schools,2 by technical high schools, and 1 by a high school of com-
merce. Although but one commercial high school was in-
cluded, the evening schools in the comprehensive and thegeneral groups all had strong offerings in this field, so thatthis line of training is well represented.

The check list was filled out in the 11 schools by 2,940 menand 1,363 women, a total of 4,303 persons. This is morethan twice as many men as women. In the data on enroll-
ments in the preceding chapter the median enrollments for the
sexes were about the same. The difference here is probablyto be accounted for by the fact that 3 of the 11 schools studiedwere trade schools ih which few women were enrolled. The
persons asked to fill out the check list srere selected in arandom manner to make them roughly representative of theentire student body.

In order that bcA data to be presented may be better inter-preted in tb of the type of work being taken by pupilsin evening saools, they were grouped by sex and each group
was separated into four sub groups as follows: (1) Those
taking work entirely in academic subjects; (2) those taking alltheir work in commercial lines; (3) those pursuing subjects
entirely in trade and industrial lines, (4) all others, including
those taking a variety of work which could csn'ot be classified
under (1), (2), or (3). These were pupils iaking music, fine
arts, household arts, physical education, Americanization
courses, agriculture, and various combinations of all courses.The eight groups thus obtained will be treated separately inthe following pages.

[70]
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P. PERSONAL AND FAMILY DATA .

Age8 of pupil& The median age of evening-school pupils is
between 20 and 25, excepting that of girls in academic work,
which is 25.1. (See Table 24.) Among the men groups the
youngest is the academic group and the oldest is the industrial-
arts group. Among the women groups the academic is the
oldest and the commercial groups is the youngest. The first
quartile ranges from 18.4 years for women in industrial arts
to 21.4 years for women in academic work. The third quar-
tile ranges from 25 years to 30.9 years. The middle 50 per
cent of evening-school pupils are approximately between 18
and 30 years of age. The actual distributions show a range
from 13 to 79 years, but very few are under 16 and not many
are over 45. The spread of the ages o-f pupils in the evening
schools is reported in greater detail in Figure 3.

TABLE 24.-Age8 of pupils enrolled in evening schools

Men:
Median
First quart e
Third guar Ile_

Measure

Number f men
Women:

Medi
First q ile
Third quartile

Number of women

Field of study in evening

Aca-
demic

Com-
mercial

Indus-
trial
arts

Other
sub-
jeets

2 4

21. 5 22.4 24.9 34.8
18.8 19.8 20.6
27.1 27.1 30,9 31. 1

610 326 1, 540 386

2& 1 20.7 72.1 2a7
21. 4 18.8 l& 4 20. 2
30.'9 25.0 26.1 28.8

256 654 75 318

school

All

24.0
20.3
30.1

2, 842

72.1
19. 3
27. 3

1,3t 3

The pupils served by evening schools are much more
mature than those served in the day high schools. Consider-
ing 18 as the averfige age of high-school seniors, half of the
men are 6 or more years older than seniors. The women,
somewhat yoihger than the men, have a median age 4 years
Tore advanced than the age for seniors. Many of them are
beyond the ages of the advanced college

Country of birth.-In Table 25 are shown distributions of
the eight groups with respéct to country of birth. About 80
per cent of all groups were born in this country. The per-
centage of native-born pupils varies a little with type of
course. The highest percentage is 91 for the women in com-
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

mercial courses and the lowest is 72.7 for men in other than
academic, commercial, and industrial arts courses. The
industrial courses enrolled a larger proportion of foreign-
born persons than did the other courses. A larger proportionof the women than of men were born in the United States.
A great majority of the pupils are natives of this.country.
TABLE 25. Percentages of pupils enrolled in different courses in eveningschools who were born in the United States

Type of course

Academic _ _ .
Commercial _

Industrial arts
Others

Total

Men
(2,920)

80. 2
83. 9
78. 2
72. 7

78. 6

Women
(053)

Total
(4,273)

82. 5 80.9
91. 0 88. 6
86. 3 78. 6
90. 0 80. 9

88. 8 81.8
NOTI.-The numbers inkarentheses indieste the numbers of pupils studied.

TABLE 26.-Percentage8 of fathers of evening-school pupils who were barnin different countries

Country of birth

Field of study in evening school

Aca- Com-
demic mercial

Indus-
trial
arts

Other
subjects

Total

Men:
United States
Austria-Hungary
Balkan States
British Empire
Germany
Ireland
Italy
Poland
Russia
Scandinavia
Philippine Islands
China and Japan
France
Czechoslovakia
All others

Number of men represented
Women:

United States
Austria-Hungary
Balkan States
British Empire
Germany
Ireland
Italy
Poland
Russia
Scandinavia
China arid Japan
Prance .
Czechoslovakia
All others

Number of women represented

3 3

44. 6 51. 2
5. 2 6. 4
2. 5 1. 8

11. 1 9. 8
9. 3 11. 6
1. 0 1. 5
6. 7 2.
4.0 5. 5
4.5 2. 7
5. 3 2. 1

. 7
3

. 3
1. 3 1. 5
3. 2 3. 4

44. 5
5. 4
1. 5

12. 1
13. 4

1. 3
3. 8
7. 8
1. 9
3. 4

. 1

. 3
I. 5
2. 8

37. 7
5. 4
3. 1
7. 6

12. 2
2. 3

10. 2
7. 4
3. 7
2. 8

.

.

.

5. 9

601 328 1, 493 353

45. 3
5. 1

. 8
11. 7
5. 9
5. 1
3. 5
5. 9
6. 3
& 9

2.0
4.7

58. 4
6. 1
2.4
8. 3
5. 6

. 9I.
9
9

4. 1
2. 4
2.7

. 3
1.8
2.2

256 629

27. 3
6. 5
2. 6
6. 5

13. 0
6. 5
9. 1
9. 1
1. 3
1.3

_ .....
10.4
6.5

77

48. 8
4. 3
2.3
9.3

11.0
. 7

6. 6
3. 7
3.0
5.6

. 3
1.0
1. 0
2.3

44. 5
5. 5
2. 0

11. 1
12. 1

1. 4
5. 1
6. 6
2. 8
3. 6

. 3
. 1

. 3
1.4
3. 4

2. 775

50. 6
5. 5
2.1
9. 1
7.4
2. 5
5. 8
4. 7
3. 2
3e 6

. 1

301 1, 262
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iART-TIME SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Contrasted with these data are those on the country in
.whiCh the fathers of these pupils were born. (See Table 26.)
In this table are shown tho percentage of pupils with fathers
born in certain foreign countries. From 25.9 to 52.9 per cent
of the fathers of pupils in the different groups were born in
the United States, or, converse3r, 'from a half to three-fourths
are foreign bun. Of these, the largest proportions come from
the British Empire and Germany, each of these groups
including about 10 per cent of the total, Poland, Italy, and

AGE

10-14

15-19

20-24

25-29

30-34 \

35-39

40-44

45 AND OVER

O

0.1
0.5
0.2

22.5
32.1
25.5

32.7
32.7

317

19.3
17.0
1&6

10

PER CENT
20 30 40

12.0
83

10.8

6.9
5.1

6.4

3.6
2.3
3.2

2.9
2.0
2.6

FIGURE 3.Peroentages of 4,145 evening-school pupils at different age levels

Austria-Hungary include about 5 per cent each. The highest
proportion of foreign-born fathers is found in the women
industrial-arts group and the lowest in the women commercial
group. On the average, more than half of the fathers of these
evening-school pupils are foreign born. Slightly more than
half of the fathers of the men pupils were born in countries
other than the United States, in contrast with approximately
a fifth of the men pupils themselves.
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

The contrast is still greater for the women pupils. Half oftheir fathers were foreign born and only 11.2 per cent of 'the
pupils themselves were not born in the United States. Alarge proportion of evening-school pupils are native-born
children of foreign-born parents.

Race.-The data on the race of evening-school pupilsindicate that more than 97 per cent of them belong to the'white race, about 2 per,cent to the Negro race, and 1 per centto all other races. The detailed data on this item are notpresented in tabular array because there are no differences
among groups and because none of the races except the whitehas a large representation.

Father's occupation.-As in the case of pupils in day schools,the occupations of the fathers of evening-school pupils aretaken as a significant index of socio-economic status. Thesedata are shown in Table 27.
TABLE 27. Occupational distribution of the fathers of evening schoolpupils

Occupational group

Men (2,940)

Large owners and proprietors
. Professions
Executives
Middle owners and proprietors
Semiprofessional workers
Managerial workers
Skilled small owners
Supervisory workers

,ommercial workers
ler ical workersf Building trades

..Machine and related trades
Printing trades
Transportation and communication workers(skilled)
Manufacturing, mechanical, and productionworkers
Transportation and oommunication workers

(unskilled)
Semiskilled owners and proprietors
Small agents and managers -,Public service
Personal service .
Common labor
Unclassified owners
Unclassified managers _______ _ _ _ .... _____ .._ . _
All others....
No answer

Num-
ber

3

Per
cent

Women
(1,363)

Num-
ber

Per
cent

Total (4,303)

Num-
ber

Per
cent

24 O. 8 10 O. 7 34 O. 840 1. 4 2S 2. 1 68 1. 662 1. 8 11 . 7 63 1. 5143 4. 9 48 3. 4 189 4. 431 1. 1 14 1.0 45 1.0184 6. 3 54 4.0 238 5. 5100 3. 4 66 4. 8 168 3. 9185 6.3 66 4. 8 251 5. 861 2. 1 41 3. 0 102 2. 434 1. 2 29 2. 1 63 1. 5140 4. 8 68 5. 0 208 4. 8294 10. 0 103 7. 6 397 9. 215 . 5 3 . 2 18 . 4

31 1. 1 15 1. 1 443 1. 1

254 & 6 111 & 1 385 & 5

4.5 1.5 33 2.4 78 1.8428 14. 6 217 15. 9 645 18. 095 3.2 31 2.3 128 2.965 2. 2 32 2. 3 97 2.347 1. 6 24 1. 8 71 1. 7204 6. 9 96 7.0 300 0. 041 1.4 30 2.2 71 1.752 1. 8 32 2.3 84 2.062 2. 1 41 3. 0 103 2, 4313 10. 7 162 11. 9 475 11. 0

NOTZ.-The numbers in parentheses indicate the number of pupils studied.
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PART-TIME SECONDARY SCHOOLS

These data are presented only by sex and for all evening-
school pupils combined. They are not presented for pupils in
various fields of work because no large or significant differ-
ences were found among the occupational groups of the
fathers of pupils in the various lines of work. It appears also
that the distributions for men and women are much alike.
The occupations engaged in most frequently by the fathers
of these evening-school pupils are, in order of frequency
(1) tile semiskilled owners and proPrietors (2) the machine
and related trades, and (3) manufacturing, mechanical,
and production occupations. These three types include 32.7
per cent or about a third of the fathers. The remainder are
well scattered with a preponderance in the skilled, semi-
skilled, and unskilled occupations. In this respect the dis-
tribution differs markedly from that of fathers of high-
school pupils where a much greater proportion were found to
be in the professional and semiprofessional groups. Com-
parisons not reported here show that the evening school is
much more truly the school of the common people than is the
regular high school.

Intelligence of pupils.Arrangements were made in an
evening fichool conducted by one of the large comprehensive
high schools to have the pupils take the Pressey Senior
Classification Test. The results of this testing are presented
in Table 28. The data reported are based on 597 cases, a
representative sampling of all groups in this scho91, including
fhose in academic, commercial, industrial arts, and in a
number of other lines. Although intelhgence quotients of
adults are somewhat questionable, they were calculated in the
present instance by using 16 years as the standard chronologi-
cal age for all except a few who were less than 16 years old.
In these cases the actual chronological age was used.

TABLE 28.Intelligence as measured by the Pressey Senior Classification
Test of597 pupils in a large comprehensive evening-school

, Measure

Median
First quartile
Third quartile
Range_

Mental age

14 years 10 months
13 years 2 months
17 years 4 montbs
10 years to 21 years 11 months

I. Q.

92. 3
82. 1

109. 2
70 to 139

12s4a3oaae [ 75 ]
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The median mental age of the group is 14 years and 10months, and the median I. Q. is 92.3. The semiinterquartilerange of mental ages is 1 year and 3 months and that ofI. Q. is 8.5. This means that 50 per cent of the group do notvary from the median mental age by more than 1 year and 3months, nor from the median I. Q. by more than 8.5. Thegroup appears slightly more homogeneous than might beexpected of a random sample of the total population.It is difficult to interpret the significance of these measuresof intelligence. In relation to the intelligence of regularhigh-school pupils, they are somewhat lower. The medianintelligence quotient of this group of evening pupils is 92.3.The mental age of 14 years and 10 months is distinctly betterthan the 13 years and 6 months obtained by the tests givento more than 1,700,000 litete drafted men in the Army.The upper fourth in intelligence are abqvo 17 `years and4 months in mental age and have an lligence quotientabove 109.2. These scores are usuallyr covidered to indi-cate capacity adequate to do work at/the freshman collegelevel.
Certainly the upper half of this gtoup of evening-schoolpupils have sufficient capacity to succeed in mpst of the sub-jects offered in the secondary school. For the lower halfof the group, at least, adaptations will need to be made fromthe standards considered to b4 desirable in the high school.It has, fortunately, been a somewhat general policy of even-ing schools not to set up an arbitrary standard of attain-ment and to exclude pupils unable to reach it. Instead, aneffort has been made to develóp an interest in the work takenand to bring about as high a level of achievement as thepupils can reach.

3. PAST EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE
Mutational level attained in clay 8chool.One of the factswhich this study set out to determine is the educationallevel attained by evening-school pupils before leaving theday school. To this end, they were asked to indicate the_highest grade attained in full-time day school. The repliesto this item are summarized in Table 29 and Figure 4. Thedata in the table are presented simply in whole numbers.

s The aemiinterquartile range is obtained by dividing by two the difference between thfirst and third quartile.
4
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PART-TIME SECONDARY SCHOOLS

That is, the statistical calculation of the median for men'in
academic work yielded 10.7, which actually ,means that
50 per cent of them were in the tenth grade or above when

they left school. Again, the third quartile for several groups

came out slightly over 12. This might mistakenly be inter-
preted to mdan that these itedians represented schooling

beyond the twelfth grade, that is, college work.

TABLE 29.Highest grade attained by evening-school pupils at the time of
leaving full-time day school

Measure

Men:
Median
First quartile
Third quartile

Number of pupils_

Women:
Median
First quartile
Third quartile_

Number of pupils

Field of study in evening school

Aca-
demic

Com-
mercial

Indus-
trial arts

10
8

12

598

11
9

12

326

9
8

11

Other
subjects All

10
8

12

10
8

12

1, 522 346 2, 792

11

12

253

10
8

12

662

8
8

11

74

10
8

12

319

10
8

12

1, 308

The median grades attained range from the eighth to the
eleventh. The lowest are for those in the industrial arts.
The other medians are all at tenth and eleventh grades. The
first quartiles are at either eighth or ninth gtades. The
educational level of these pupils is not so low as might have
been expected. It is true that a fourth have not advanced
beyonct the eighth grade, but on the other hand most of them
have had some high-school work. In fact, a considerable
number have gone beyond the high-school level.

Curriculum taken in high school by pupils enrolled in
different type8 of cour8e8:The pupils in evening schools
were distributed to all the different curriculums in which they
were enrolled while in high school. (See Table 30.) The
highest percentages were enrolled in academic, general, or

commercial curriculums, with the general curriculum the
highest for men andAhe commercial curriculum highest for
women.
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a

The second largest proportion of men in industrial artstook the same type of course in high school. The largestproportion of women in commercial courses took that typeof training in high school. The same situation obtains forboth sexes in academic courses. While the largest propor-tion in the different fields of study in the high school con-tinued in the same type,of courses in evening school, therewas large shift in the field of study. A notable example isthe group of women taking industrial arts. These womenare-those taking dressmaking and4be.auty culture, with a fewin mechanical drawing and bookbinding. Most of them took
FIELD OF STUDY IN
EVENING SCHOOL

7

Academic

Commercial

MALES., Wens'

Others

Total

Academic

Commercial

FEMALIS Industrial

Others

Total

8

GRADE

9 10 11 12 13

,

o

..

o
a

. ,

a
a

FIGURE 4.flighest grade attained by evening-school pupils at the time of leaving full-time;ziay sphool. (Medians and ranges of middle 50 per oent are shown)

a general or a commercial curriculum in high school. Thereis an especially marked tendency for pupils who took ageneral or academic curriculum in high school to take somevocational course in evening school. Of 964 men who tookthe academic and general curriculums in high school, 264continued the study in these fields, but 158 shifted to com-mercial subjects and 426 took up the study of industrial sub'jects. Of the high-school pupils who went on to eveningschools, roughly a third of those who elected nonvocationalcurriculums when in high school continued to study in thesame field. Approximately two-thirds shifted to specialized'
78
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PART-TIME SECONDARY SCHOOLS

vocational subjects in the evening school. Many of the
evening-school pupils are continuing to specialize in the
same field as they did in the high school and many are
obtaining their first vocational training. Ano.ther large
group are obtaining traiRing in a second field of work, having
shifted from the field in which they received training in high
school.

TABLE 3 0 .-Percentages of pupils enrolled in each type of course in
evening school who had taken various curriculums in high school

Curriculum in high school

Field of study in evening school 04,,

Aca-
demic

Men:
General
Academic
Scientific
Normal
Commercial
Fine arts
Industrial arts
Household arts
Agricultural
Other

Number of men represented

Women:
General
Academic
Scientific
Normal
Commercial
Fine arts
Industrial arts
Household arts
Other

Number of women represented

27.8
28.6
15.2

. 4
13.0
1.7
9.2

. 4

. 4
3.2

Com-
mercial

In-
dus- Other
trial ubjects
arts

All

33. 4 34. 5 31. 8 32. 2
18. 9 16. 7 18. 0 20. 3
5. 0 9. 6 14. 21 10. 8
1.0 . 8 1.3 . 8

31.1 11.9 15.9 15.8
. 3

7. 6
. 3
. 7

1. 7

468 302

24.2
33.5

1.8
& 7

20.1
9.

3.1
1.8

227

23. 9
20.89
3 3

41. 0
2. 7

9
3. 7
2. 7

1. 3 3.9
18. 4 9. 0

. 1 .4
2. 4 1.3
t 3 4.3

838 233

35. 5 20. 7
12.9 22.4

.4

1.6
13. 1

. 3
1. 5
3. 6

1, 838

7. 9
35. 5 36. 1

3. 2 2.5
.4

9. 7 5. 4
3. 2 4. 1

23.6
23. 7

1.0
4.8

37. 1
2. 3

. 6
4. 1
2. 9

547 31 241 1,046

Other schools attended by evening-school pupils since being
emploYed.-Almost 80 per cent (including those who do not
answer and who may probably be assumed not to have had
training) have had no part-time schooling other than evening
school since they began working. Thus, a e o ut 20 per cent
signify that they have had some schoOling in addition to
evening school since beginning to work. This proportion is
about the same for both sexe& yor the great majority of
pupils the evening school represeAts the only type of formal
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"L.

education which they obtahied Miter leaying the full-timeday school.
A sm4I1 proportion of the pupils in evening schools reportedthat they were at the same time attending some other school.As many a.s 5.6 per cent indicated that they were attendingday school. These data are in IllirmonLy with the practicereported in the preceding chapter of permitting day-schoolpupils to take in the evening school courses that are notavailable in the day school. A very small proportion, 2.6per cent, indicated that they were attending a second eve-ning school. One can not be certain that this small numberdid not misunderstand the question and refer here to theevening school from which the data were obtained. For thegreat majority of pupils, the evening-school study does notsupplement study in day schools; it is engaged in by personsemployed during the day.

Extent to which evening:school pupils report having received¡useful training in high school.It has previously been indi-cated that most of the 'courses taken by pupils in eveningschools aré vocational in nature. This need for vocationaltraining may indicate either that these pupils neglected totake vocational courses in high school, that the vocationaltraining reCeived was inadequate, that the pupils changedtheir field of work s() that the vocational training that was-obtained did not apply, or that they were never enrolled ina high school. Approximately a third of the men in eveningschools reported that some vocational training received inhigh schoq proved useful in some position. Only about afirth of tfte women reported that they found some of theiitraining to be useful vocationally. In othei words, abouttwo-thirds of the men and three-fourths of the women hadnot been conscious of any help by the vcitational trainingthey had received. For the great majority of this group,the high school had done little towards achieving the voca-tional objective of the school. These facts explain, in partat least, the streiss on the *vocational sections of the evening-

.

school program.
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4

4. VOCATIONAL EXPERIENCES OF EVENING-SCHOOL PUPILS

The information available.Reference has just been made
to the importance of the vocational part of the program of
the evening school. A summary of the vocational Listories
will serve to describe the characteristics of these pupils
and to. define somewhat their need for vocational training.
This canvass will include reference to the first job after
leaving school, the salfiry on the first job, the number of
different jobs held, present occupation, salary in the present
job, degree of satisfaction on present job, and reasons for
leaving day school and attending evening school.

First job.Pupils in the evening schools visited were asked
to give the names of their first jobs after leaving school and
their duties in connection with these jobs. In Table 31
are shown the classification and distribution of these first
jobs. The largest proportion of men in academic courses in
evening schools went into clerical service. The proportion
for this group is following rather closely in order by common
labor, transportation and commuriication service (mostly
messengers), and miscellaneous trades. The men in com-
mercial courses went most largely into clerical service also.
The next highest are tralsportation and communication
service and miscellaneous ifa,des. The greatest proportions
of those taking other courses went first into conqmon labor,
miscellaneous trades, and transportation and corAunication
service in the order poled. For all groups combined the
order is common labor, miscellaneous trades, clerical service,
and transportation and communication service.

The women entered the clerical occupations in largest
numbers. Second in frequency is the group of miscellaneous
trades. Nearly half of the women entered these two groups.
The percentage for the women enrolled in different types of tb,

courses in the evening is also highest for the clerical occupa-
tions, the only exception being for those enrolled in the
industrial arts courses; they reported the miscellaneous
trades more frequently. The miscellaneous trades are
second highest for women in commercial and in other courses
bút professional service is na0 highest for those in academic
work; professional service here includes nuries, technicians,
teachers, musicians, etc. The third highest proportion for
women in academic courses is in miscellaneous trades and .
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TABLE 31. Percentages of evening-school pupils whoiii first jobs were inthe different occupational fields

Occupation

°Field of study in evening sChool

Aca-
demic

Men.
Proprietors and owner;
Professional service
Managers find supervisors
Commercial service
Clerical service
Agricultural service
Building trades
Machine trades
Printing trades
Miscellaneous trades
Transportation and communication workers_ _Public service
Personal service
Miners, lumbermen, and fishermen
Common labor
Inadequate or no answec

Total number of men represented

Women:
Professional service
Managers and supervisors
Commercial service
Clerical service
Agricultural service
Building trades
Machines trades
Printing trades
Miscellaneous trades
Transportation and communication workers...._Public service
Personal service
Housewives and homemakers
Common labor
Inadequate or no answer

Total nufhber of women represented__ _ _

3

Com-
mercial

2. 1
. 6

1. 3
16. 8
3. 5
2. 4
5. 0

.

626

14 8
1. 1

41. 9
4

6. 7
1. 5
5. 6
6. 7
2.2
.7

18. 5

270

1. 5
. 8

1. 8
27. 2
3. 0
2. 7
3. 6

. 6
11.9
18. 1
10. 7

1. 2
. 6

9.
9. 0

335

4. 3
5

. 3
39. 2

. 1

. 1

1

12. 7
3. 7

10. 0
& 2

. 5

. 6
19. 5

689

Indus-
trial
arts

4

Other I
subjects All

0 1
1. 2

. 4

. 6
9.7
6_9
2. 7
4.9
2.9

16. 2
9.7
4.7
1. 7
1.3

21. 5
15.9

./

2. 7
. 3
. 8

10. 1
4. 5
1. 3
5, 3
1. 1

12. 2
10. 6
9. 0
3. 5
1. 1

17. 0
20. 5

O. 1
1. 6

. 5

. 9
13. 2
5. 4
2. 5
4. 8
1. 7

14. 1
11. 2 .

6. 5
1. 9
1. 1

18. 0
16. 5

, 6a3 376 Z940

3. 7

1. 2
13. 6

1. 2

25. 9
1. 2
9. 9

11. 2
3.7
2. 5

26. 0

81

12. 0
. 3
. 3

31. 3

. 3

. 3
9. 9
3. 2
6. 7

10. 5
. 6

8. 3
. 5
. 3

36. 2
. 2
. 1

. 1

. 1

11. 8
3. 0
8. 3
8. 7
1. 0

. 9
20. 7

343 1, 363

Non.-The footnote appended to Table 9 applies also to Table 31.

personal service. For all groups of women combined the
order of frequency is clerical service, miscellaneous trades,
public a-nd professional service.

It shOuld be remembered that some of ..these pupils con-b
tinued their education beyond high school before seeking
employment. However, most of them began work in
occupations of low économic level which require little or no
special vocational training.

Pay per week on first job.-There is much similarity in the
wages received on the first job by pupils 'enrolled in the
different subject fields, The ffiedians for men are $15.71
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for those in academic courses, $15.32 for those in commer-
cial courses, and $14.16 for those in the trade courses.
Wider variation is shown for the first wages of women. The

. median was $15.11 for those in academic courses, $12.35 for
thosein commercial courses, and $8.75 for those in industrial
and household arts courses. It was not possible to relate
these data to the high-school training or to the year in which
the salary was received. They indicate roughly that the
men in different fields of study in the evening schools started
at approximately the same levels of income and that the
women in industrial arts courses were lower than those in
the commeicial subjects, and wages of these, in turn, were
lower than those taking academic subjects. These differ-
ences for women may to some extent indicate differences in
the capacity of those served.by the different courses,

Number of different jobs held.The number of different
jobs held throws some light on the type of person served by
the different courses in the evening school. Theie is only
slight variation ampng the different groups in number of
jobs held. TIM larger numbers, pr,esented in Table 32 with
the median ages of the different groups, occur for the older
groups, suggesfing that the small differences may be calised
by the diffeiences in the length of time they have been otit
of,school. The number of different jobs is somewhat greater
thaTi that obtained in thy follow-up study of pupils reported
in Chapter VIII of Monograph No. 2. However, the amount
of shifting is not sufficient to indicate that the pupils in
evening schools are an irfesponsible and migratory group.

TABLE 32.Median numbers of different jobs held by evening-school
pupils since leaving day school

Field of study

Academic
41 Commercial

Industrial arts
Others

Men Women

Median
age

Median
number
of differ-
ent jobs

21. 5
22. 4
24. 9
24. 6

Median
age

4

3. 6
3. 4
4. 1
4. 1

25. 1
20. 7
22. 1
23. 7

Median
number
of differ-
ent jobs

3. 0
18
2. 5
2. 8

1
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b. PRESENT VOCATIONAL STATUS

Pre8ent job.In Table 33 are shown the present jobs of
evening-school pupils classified in the same manner as their
first jobs. The largest proportions of males in academic
courses are in clerical service and machine trades; of those
in commercial courses the highest number is in clerical
service; the greatest proportion of those in industrial arts
courses are in miscellaneous trades followed closely by
machine trades; those in other courses are to be found
largely in machine and in miscellaneous trades and in clerical
service.

Among women the largest proportions of those in academic
and in commercial courses are in clerical occupations. The
next highest for the former are in professional service,
whereas for the latter group miscellaneous trades is second
highest. Miscellaneous trades also claim the largest pro-
portion of women taking industrial arts. The largest pro-
portion of those taking other subjects are in clerical work.
About twice as many of these are homemakers as of any of
the three other groups.

For all men, the highest proportions .are iñ machine and
miscellaneous trades, followed by clerige service and com-
mon labor; for all women the order is clerical service, home-
makers, and miscellaneous trades. The situation is some-
what different from that shown for the first jobs. The
chief difference or change for the men is an increased number
in trades and a decreased number in common labor and
triinsp6rtutP5n and communication, and small increases for
the managerial and proprietary occupations. For the
women, the changes are relatively small. The largest in-
crease is for the "homemakers" group which advances
from 1 per cent to 10.5 per cent.

As shown by father's occupation, first job, and present
job, the evening school is a school of the common people.
Its population is drawn very largely from the skilled, semi-
skilled, and unskilled occupational levels and to a corre-

_

spondingly small extent from the professional or semi-
professional levels.

4

4

1

. .
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TABLE 33.-Percentages of pupils in evening schools who are employed in
the different occupational fields

Occupation

1

Men:
Proprietors and owners
Professional service
Managers and supervisors
Commercial service
Clerical service
Agriculturgl service
Building trades
Machine trades
Printing trades
Miscellaneous trades
Transportation and communication workers__
Public service
Personal service
Miners, lumbermen, and fishermen
Common labor_
Enrolled in day school
Inadequate information
No answer

Number of men represented

Women:
Proprietors and owners
Professional service
Managers and supervisors
Commercial service
Clerical service
Agricultural service

4hine trades
Printing trades
Miscellaneous trades
Transportation and communication workers__
Public service
Personal service
Housewives and homemakers
Common labor
Enrolled in day school
Inadequate information
No answer

Number of women represented

Field of study in evening school

Aca-
demic

Com-
mercial

Indus-
trial
arts

Other -in
subjects ""

1. 1 O. 6 O. 1 O. 5.. O. 4
5.1 2.5 1.7 4.0 2.8
6.2 4.8 3. 3 2.7 4.0
2.2 3.9 1.3 2.4 1.9

15.3 33.7 6.0 9.6 11. 6
6 3 9 .7

3. 5 1.2 94 4 8 6.7
15. 3 3. 6 17. 5 18, 4 15. 6
1.0 1.2 2.4 1.3 1.8
9. 7 8. 1 18. 2 17.0 15. 1
4.2 7.0 4.0 4 0 4.4
5.0 6.3 1.8 2.7 3.1
2. 7 1.5 1.5 1.9 1.8

. 3 .03
5.9 3. 0 10.0 6. 1 7.8
1.0 .9 . 2 1.1 . 5
1. 2 . 6 1. 7 1.9 1.6

19.5 20.6 20.0 21.5 20.2

626 335 1, 603 378 2, 990

0.3 O. 1
16.3 1.3 3.7 8.7 6.3
3.7 9 1.5 1, 5

7 .3 . 3
33. 7 38. 3 16. 0 28.8 33. 5

1. 2 . 1

3 .6 . 3
4 3 1.2 . 3

3. 7 9. 9 32. 1 10. 8 10. 2
.4 1.3 1.2 2.6 1. 5

3.0 4.5 4.9 3.5 4.0
4.8 5. 7 6.2 6. 7 5. 8

10. 7 4. 9 11. 1 20.9 10.5
.6 2.5 . 3 . 5

4 2 1. 2 . 2
. 7 . 6 2. 5 1. 2 . 9

22. 2 30. 9 16. 0 14. 2 24. 1

270 669 81 343 1, 363

Non.-The footnote appended to Table 9 applies also to Table 33.

Average pay per week on Irene ob .-The wages of the
pupils at the time the data were obtained in the spring of
1931, reported in Table 34, do not differ greatly for the
various groups for men. The median wages of men range
from $22.64 to $28.31, while the earnings of individuals
vary from $a to $95 per week.

The medians of wages for women differ more thin those for
men. They range from $14.80 for those enrolled in industrial
arts courses to $35.47 for the group enrolled in academic
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courses. As is the universal finding in such studies, the
medians for men are uniformly higher than those for women.

When these data are compared with those for wages on the
first job we find increases in median salaries as follows:
Men-academic, $13; commercial, $7; industrial arts, $12;
others, $10, for women-academic, $10, commercial, $3,
industrial arts, $6; and others, $6. The lowest increases in
both sexes are in the commercial groups. to.Those for the men,
except in the academic courses, are approximately twice
those of the women. These persons have been working, on
the average, 6 to 8 years and have increased their earnings
during that time about $8 per week or about $1 per week
each year. This increase would amount to approximately
$50 per year.
TABLE 34.-Pay per week received by evening-school pupils at the time thedata were gathered

Measure

Men:
Median
First quartile
Third quartile
Range

Number of men

Women:
Median
First quartile
Third quartile
Range

Number of women _ _ _ _

Field of study in evening school

Academic

2

Commer-
cial

$28. 31 $22. 64
20. 40 16. 66
3& 63 30. 90

6. 00-85. 00 8. 00-76. 00

472

Industrial
arts

4

$25. 94
. 20. 13

35. 54
4. 00-95. 00

Other
subjects

$25. 68
20. 35
35. 93

& 00-75. 00

$25. 81
20. 02
35. 66

3. 00-05. 00

249 1, 207 277 Z 205

25, 94 15. 71
19. 00 12. 36
35. 47 20. 18

8. 00-100. 00 2. 00-50. 00

168

14. 80
12. 00
18. 33

5. 00-49. 00

1& 96
14. 56
26. 19

2. 00-75. 00

17. 85
13. 14
25. 50

2. 00-75. 00

402 56 201 827

The most striking features of these data are the low
salaries and the small increases of the pupils in commercial
courses. As was sho earlier, the majority of these have
not had previous coil Ilercial training. They would appear
to be a group without specific training for any job who have
gone mainly into clerical work, as shown by their present
positions, and who are seeking some training in the evening
school to help them advance in their present field of work.
Further evidence on this point will be presented below.
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It should be pointed out that the wages reported for pupils
enrolled in the different types of courses are not all earned in
positions of the same type as the course in which they are
enrolled. That is, the pupils in the commercial courses are
employed in a great variety of occupations, many of which are
not in the commercial field. These data indicate 'the level
of earnings of pupils in different courses and not the earnings
in any occupational field. The yearly earnings of these pupils
can not be calculated since many of them did not have full-
time employment. On a monthly basis, the men, on the
average, receive about $100 and the womea receive about
$70.

Degree of satisfaction with present job.Interest in further
education of a vocational type is closely tied up with the
degree of satisfaction with one's present job-. Dissatisfaction
with one's work may induce one to obtain training for work
which gives pr6mise of greater satisfaction. The responses
to the inquiry to pupils of evening schools concerning satis-
faction with present work are reported in Table 35. A large
proportion indicate that they are well or quite well satisfied
with their present job. However, as many as a fourth of the
men and about a sixth of the women indicate that they are
only fairly well satisfied, and about the same proportions
reported that they were not satisfied with their present
positions.

'Small differences only are found among the proportions of
answers for the various groups of male pupils. Larger differ-
ences were found for women. Seventy-seven per cent of the
women taking "other subjects" (other than academic, corn-
mevial, or industrial) are well satisfied with their present
jobgk The proportion of those who thus express themselves
is b4tween 70 and 75 per cent for women taking academic
and Industrial arts courses, but for those taking commercial

. courses it is 52.5 per cent. About a fourth of the latter group
Aare fairly well satisfied and about the same proportion are
&satisfied. In the three reitaining groups 9 to 13 per cent
are fairly well satisfied and 11 to 13 per cent are dissatisfied.

On the whole, the situation can hardly be considered a

satisfactory one. Almost half of these pemons, including
those whose response is "fairly well" (which probably indi-
cates at least a willingness to change), are in positions that

87 )
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p they do not care much about or that they actually dislike.
Discontent with present vocational conditiods has obviously
stimulated these persons to seek further training. These data
present a challenging argument for more effective training
and guidance in the secondary school.

TABLE 35. Percentages of pupils in evening schools who report differentdegrees of satisfaction with present jobs

Degree of satisfaction

Field of study in evening school

Aca-
demic

Com-
mercial

Indus-
trial
arts

Other
sub-
jects

All

Men:
Very well 18. 5 18. 5 20. 9 21. 8 20. 2Quite well 34. 1 29. 4 28.8 2& 2 30. 0Fairly well 23. 7 25. 3 25 0 24. 0 24. 6Not so well 13.8 11.3 14.8 13. 7 14.0Not at all well_ 10. 0 15. 5 10. 7 12. 3 11. 3

Total number of men represented 502 265 1, 261 284 2, 312
Women:

Very well 33. 7 19. 5 38. 7 43. 1 29. 9Quite well 40. 9 33.0 38.7 it 9 35. 0Fairly well 13. 5 23. 2 13. 3 9. 5 16. 9Not so well . 6. 7 12. 6 10. 0 9. 5 10. 4Not at all well. 5.2 41.7 3.3 4.0 7. 8
Total number of women represented__ ______ 193 452 60 274 979

Future plaits with regard to present line of work.-Plans to
stay or not to stay th present lines of work are another indica-
tion of vocational satisfactibn. Roughly, a fourth of the
women and a fifth of the men did not respond to this inquiry.
Of the women answering, the percentages planning to remain
in present lines of work range fi'om 36.5 per cent in the com-
mercial group to 59.6 per cent in the group taking "other
subjects." (See Table 36.) The percentages planning to
shift to some other line of work range from 9.5 per cent in
industrial arts to 34.3 per cent in commercial courses. The
percentages "not sure " range from 21.5 in the academic
group to 40.2 in the industrial arts group. Among the male
groups the variation is not so great. Röughly, a third answer
in each of the three categories. The highest percentages
answering affirmatively are women in academic and men in
industrial arts courses; the highest percentages of negative
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replies occur with men and with women taking commercial
courses. The groups most frequently expressing uncertainty
as to their future work are women in industrial arts and men
taking "other subjects." The proportions of women who say
that they expect to stay in their present line of work are
markedly higher than those of men. In the commercial
groups there are practically no s.ex differences. In the in-
dustrial arts groups three times as many men as women plan
to change, apd about half as many are uncertain.

TABLE 36. Percentage% of pupils in evening school reporting plans to
continue or change their present lines of work

4

Field of study

Men:
Academic (508)
Commercial (266)
Industrial arts (1,278)
Other subjects (282) _ ..

All (2,334)

Women:
Academic (195)
Commercial (455)
Industrial arts (63)
Other subjects (277)

All (990).

Plan to stay in present line

Yes No Not sure

2

39. 0 32. 1 2S. 9
35. 3 35.0 29. 7
42. 6 28. 7 28. 6
32. 6 30. 9 36. 5

39. 8 30. 4 29. 8

57. 4 21. 0 21. 5
36. 5 34. 3 29.,2
41. 3 9. 5 49. 2
59. 6 12. 6 27. 8

47. 4 24. 0 28. 6

NOTE.-The numbers in parentheses indicate the numbers of pupils represented.

These facts bear out what was shown in Table 35. Those
most dissatisfied are most often planning to change. These
are in the commercial group. Those planning most often
not to change, namely, the women in academic and in "other
subjects," are, as might be expected, those well satisfied with
their present jobs. On the average about half report thiat
they are not satisfied with present jobs, and about the same
proportion (slightly more for men) say either that they will
change to some other work or that they are not certain what

.1

they will do.,
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6. MOTIVES AND OPINIONS OF EVENING-SCHOOL PUPILS
Reasons for leaving day school.-Many of the pupils enrolled

in evening schools failed to complete the regular high-school
course. They left school for a variety a reasons. The
reports of pupils on the most important reasons are given in
Table 37. The reason most commonly checked for ail groups
and both sexes is the need of their earnings at home. The
secord most frequently mentioned reason for men is the desrie
to be earning money and for women it is the necessity for
self-support, and about a's frequently, the necessity of helping
with the work at home. The third reason in order of fre-
quency for men is that of the necessity of self-support.
About 7 per cent reported that their parents wanted them to
go to work. In addition, 5 per cent reported unsatisfactory
home conditions as a cause. About 5 per cent of the women
and about 10 per cent of the men check "lack of interest in
TABLE 37 .--Percentages of pupils in evening schools reporting each reasonas the most important one for leaving high school before graduation

Reason

Men:
Failure in school work
Lack of interest in school work
Unfavorable home conditions
Failure of school to provide training for job you

planned to enter
Transfer to a private school
Opportunity for good job
Parents wanted me to go to work
Desire to be earning money for self
Necessary to help support family
Necessary to help with work at home

: to support self
Poor health

Number of men represented
Women:

Failure in school work
Lack of interest in school work
Unfavorable home conditions
Failure of school to provide training for job you

planned to enter
Transfer to a private school.
Opportunity for good job
Parents wanted me to go to work
Desire to be earning money for self
Necessary to help support family
Necessary to hdlp with work at home
Necessary to support self
Poor health

Number of women represented

Field of study in evening school

Aca-
demic

Com-
mercial

1. 8 3. 4
11. 1 11. 7
5. 4 4. 8

1. 9 1. 4
2. 9 2. 1
6. 7 7.
5. 4 7. 6

10. 2 13. 8
38. 4 24. 8

2. 9 6. 2
11. 7 10. 3
1. 9 6. 2

315 145

Indus-
trial
arts

2. 1
7. 2
4. 9

3.3
1.8
7.0
7. 0

16. 7
31. 5

5. 0
11. 2
2.5

Other
sub-
jects

762

9 1 7
4. 7 6. 7
3. 7 5. 4

2. 8 8
7. 5 3. 3
2. 8 8. 7

15. 0 3. 3
9. 3 10. 8

26. 2 25r 0
8. 6 10. 0

11. 2 13. 3
9. 3 12. 9

107 240

7. 7
3. 8

7. 7

7. 7
7. 7

30. 8
19.2
11.5
3.8

26

1. 8
10. 1
6. 0

2. 4
1. 2
& 4
& 9

l& 5
2& 6
7.1
8.9
1.2

168

3. 7
& 8

4.7
6.5

11.2
10. 8
16.8
15.0
16.0
11.2

107

All

2. 7
2, 0
6. 8
6, 9

15. 1
32. 0
4.9

10.9
2.6

390

1. 0
5. 6
5.0

1.0
4.8
5.4
7.9

10. 2
23.8
10.8
18.1
11.3

480

40 [ 90
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school work," but very few men and hardly any women
check "failure in school °work." It may be that some
rationalization takes place here to make failure appear to be
lack of interest. More than half of these pupils reported an
economic reason in some form as the most important in
causing them to leave school. Relatively few blame them-
selves or the school in which they were enrolled.

Reasons for attending evening school.-Reference has pre-
viously been made to the dominance of the vocational part
of the programs of evening schools. a The reports of pupils
on their reasons for attending evening school, given in Table
38 and in Figures 5 and 6, confirm this indication of emphasis
on the vocational. Approximately a third of the men and
a fourth of the women are trying to improve their chances
for increase in salary or in rank in their present. position.
TABLE 38.-Percentages of pupils in evening schools reporting certain

reasons for enrolling in evening schools

4fir.

Reason

Field of study in evening school

Men:
To keep up with new developments in present

job
To become acquainted with new field of work..
To gain general information, for social and cul-

tural background
To improve chances for an increase in rank or in

salary
To get courses which can not be taken in day

school
To get credits for graduation from high school_ _

To get credits for entrance to college
To prepare for taking civil service examination_ _

Other reason

Numbecof men represented

Women:
To keep up with new developments in present

job
To become acquainted with new field of work

(to learn a trade)
Tci wain !moral for social and cultu-

To improve changes for an increase in rank or in
salary

To get credits for graduation from high school _

To
To

get credits for entranoe to college
get courses which can not be taken in day

school
To prepare for taking civil sei-vice examination_ _

Other reason

Number of women represented

Aca-
demic

3

Com-
mercial

Indus- Othertrialarts subjects All

7.5
14. 2

20.4

29. 4

2. 5
19.3
31. 7
3. 3
5.4

812

& 4
40. 4

7.8

50. 3

.
&7
3. 1
4. 8
7.8

332

4

18. 1 11.0
40. 4 3L 1

3. 7 9.9

48. 6 35. 4

1.8 2. 8
L9 4.8
1 2 IL 8
4. 2 2. 8
5.1 IL 0

10,2
26. 9

& 8

34. 4

1, 587 353 581

3.7 10.3 & 3 10.3

12. 7 40. 9 61. 1 27. 7

35, 6 & 2 13.9

17. 6 49. 0 6. 9 14. 1
21.3 4.1 1.4 3.6
28.1 L4 L4 $ 3.9

1.5 1. 1 2.8 1. 6
1.5 4.5 2.8 .

10.1 9.5 9.7 17.4

267 063 72 811

7. 2

V. 0

14.7

26. 2
6. 0
6. 0

1. 1
1 3
9. 4

809
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A fourth of both sexes are preparing themselves for new
fields of work. Smaller proportions, 10.2 per cent for men
and 7.2 per cent for women, are trying to keep up with the
new developments in occupations in which they were at the
time engaged. Pupil's giving these three reasons for atten-
dance constitute 71.5 per Cent of the men and 60.4 per cent
of the women. The proportion concerned about general
cultural education is impressively small in comparison with

REASONS
(MEN)

To keep up with ce, dewelopmeots
in present job

To prepare tor a new beid oi work

To gala general intomation tor SOCial

and cultural background

To brown chances for an increase
in rank or in salary

o

7.5
8 4

1&1

111

To obtain creeds for graduation horn

To obtain cots for entrance to college

20.4
7.8

To get coarse Mick can not be taken
in high school

3.7
6.8

29.4
503
48.6
34.4

193
5.7
1.9
5.1

31.7
11

2.5
0.6
1.11

1.5

PER CENT
20 40 so so

wgs

iMA/11047MVIPDXIOA

WO/

W,77%,1;17 M.000 aelArAiriMr

Fromm b.Percentages of men in different fields of study in evening schools who jeport
various reasons for enrolling

the percentages reporting vocational aim%) The percent..
itges are only 6.8 for men and 14.7 for women. A small
number are concerned with obtaining credits for graduation
from high school or entrance to college. 4A-. still smaller
number report that they ate takinesubjects"thai can not be
taken in the regular day school.

Large differences are found in thè objectives of pupils
enrolled in different types of courses. Pupils enrolled in the
commercial, and industrial arts couises are actuated much
more than others by the vocational motive. In fact, it

%
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s

might be said that all pupils taking these courses are chiefly

concerned with keeping up with developments in their present
occupations, preparing themselves for advancement in their

present occupations, or preparing themselves for new occu-

pations. Almost a third of those taking academic courses are
working for credits for entrance to college and approximately
a fifth are trying to complete the reauirements for griulua-
tion from high school.

REASONS
(WOMEN)

To keep up with new developments

m present lob

To prepare for a new field of work

To gain general information for social

Ind cultural background

To improve chances loran increase

in rank oi in salary

To obtain credits for graduation from

in high school

obtanr aedits for entrance to college

To get courses which can not be taken

high school

3 7
10.3

12.7
40.9
61.1
27.0

35.6
62

13.9
14.7

17.6
49.0
6.9

262

213
4 1
1 4
6 0

28.1
1 4
1 4
6.0

1 5
1 1

2.8
1.1

PER CENT

40

(r2744/,'Ate,ZW.:04

:;;$(.1;

kriew mars

Commas. arms

lahdru1 mows

m worm

FIGURE 6.Percentages of women in different fields of study in evening schools who report
varibus reasons for enrolling

The considerable proportion of the pupils taking the acaE

demic subjects report the reason " to gain general informa2

tion" (men; 20.4 per cent, and women, 35.6 per cent) fpr
attending evening school, although the vocational aim as-

sumes a» equal or greater importance for even the academic

pupils. Many of the pupils in evening schools have more
than one reason for attendance. They checked the 'difter-

ent reasons which applied to them ,. hence, the percentages
in the different columns in Table 38 total more than 100. r ,
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The evening school will fall short of its potential contribu-tion if it restricts its function and scope to vocational training.This training, although of paramouDt importance, can notbe assumed to comprehend alPthat merits consideration iii aneducational program for later adolescents and adults. Astudy of social, ecorromic, and political problems, contactwith the best in art, music, and literature, and the develop-ment of hobbies for use during leisure time might contributemuch toward the enrichment of the life of the pupils andenable them to be more intelligent, in fulfilling their social'obligations i,n a democratic society. The head of one of thebest-known evening schools of the country, at the time ofthe visit to his school, expressed regret that it had not beenpossible to do more along nonvocational lines. The voca-
, tional need seems so pressing asto mafe it desirable to post-pone other lines of development until Vie vocational needshad been 'satisfied. Many of those in charge eveningschools hav,e an appreciation of the desirability of eaterstress on the nonvocational lines of training.

Best place for training.The pupils in evening schools arenot in agreemeqt as to the best place for vocational training.(See Table 39.) About a fourth favor actual experience asthe best, and approximat* another fou;th favor the trainingoffered in the evening Mgh school, which presents oppor-tunity for a combination of job and school experiences.The cooperative part-time type of training is preferred bya considerable proportion of men. The members of this sex,most of whom are in industrial arts, favor more stronglythe job experience, evening school, and part-time training.The women, many of whom are in the Commercial courses,favor the evening school and the general high school withvocational co rses. These judgments are not presented asfinal appr of 'Afferent agencies of. training. Theycontribute thereaction:of those who are using the trainingand they probably reflect the general attitude of workers.Combined with judgments of other groups and obiectivoevidence. presented elsewhére in the reports of the NationalSurtey of Secondary Education, they are not, withoutsignificance.
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TABLE 39. Percentages of pupils in evening schools favoring different
agencies of vocational training

tn.

Agency of training

Mining offered in a general high school with some vocational
training,

Training offered in a high school with only vocitional subjects_
Training offered in a private vocational school
Training offered in a cooperative part-time high school
Training offered in an evening school with vocational courses_ _

Training obtained through actual experience in vocation .

Other agency

Men
(2,554)

2

11. 4
8. 0
4. 3

16. 7
. 30. 7

24. 9
4. 0

Women
(965)

Total
13,519)

4

23. 7 14. 8
9. 9 8. 6

`1& 2 6. 7
5. 9 13. 8

19. 3 27. 6
21. 0 i 23. 8
6. 9 4.8

NOTZ.The numbers in parentheses indicate the numbers of pupils studied.

7. THE TYPICAL PUPIL IN EVENING SCHOOLS

Adequacy of data.Before summarizing the facts presentèd
on the, characteristics of the evening-school pupils it should

-be pointed out that the 11 evening schools included in this

part of the study were located entirely in New England and
the Middle West. The reason for not having included

evening schools from other sections has already been given.

It is possible that other evening schools might shaw different

types of pupils. This might be true in cities having fewer

inhabitants of foreign parentage. Whether this would
affect the other characteristics of the individuals is, in the(
minds of the investigators, highly questionable. It is

probable that one would find as many illiterates or near-
illiterktes in otker regions. The opinion of the investigators

is that this saniple of 11 schools gives a fair and represen-

tative picture of the pupils to be found in urban evening

schools, althoug4 certain aspects of the picture might be
different if only schools specifically designated -its "evening
high schools" had been included. The occupational dis-

tributios might differ somewhat from region txj region, $but

except for that a4d for the .pròvi9us amount of full-time
schooling, thé picture for a larger number of evening schools

would _probably be much the same as that of the 11 repre-

sented in °this chapter.
Charackristics of the average pupil.The data on each

particular iiw3m of the check list have been summarized at
the Places where they were presented. Cónsequently, no

attempt will be made here at a detailed review of the findings.

It will probably be more valuable and helpful to describe

the evening-school pupil iii-ternis of the average on the 'more
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significant and outstanding traits. In the description
following, the masculine pronoun will be used because inthe schools stidied men outnumbered women two to one.This does not imply that the statements are not applicable
to women pupils in evening schools. Most of them areequally applicable to both sexes.

The typical evening-school pupil is a young man between21 and 25 years of age, native-born, of foreign-born parents,with father 'engaged in skilled or semiskilled occupation,who milt him to school .as long ai the law recitiired his at-tendance or perhaps even a year or two longer, if he was. abright lad. He probably quit school when he was 16 andwent to workbecause he had .already gone to school longerthan either his mother or father did and théy thought it
449 was time for him to be doing something useful'. He felt thathe should be helping to support the fanily or himself and

he" probably was not 'enthusiastic about his courses in school.He went to wörk helping in a factory or store, 'or he mayhave obtained a job as a messenger boy or a clerk at $10 to$15 a week. He was arudous to get ahead and earn more, sohe changed jobs as soon as hi thought he had a good chance.He changed several times in the nexe fe;eyears and finally,by the time he had been working six or seven years, he mityhave found somethirrg he likes. The chances are abouteven tilat he hasol htis not. He is earning about $25 a weekand he realizes tgat he needs more education to get on inhis piesent job or to get a better one; so he goes to evening
school two or three nights a' week. He finds the teachersearnest and patient and he .coYn to the conclusion that thisschool is better than those he atte ded as a youth, forgettingA

tbat he has in the intervening ye; achieved a maturitywhich may have changed his Attitilde towards school.
This, in general, is the typical evening-school.pupil:- Thepicture for thewoman pupil is much the same. She comesfrom much the same kind of family and educational back-ground. She let school for, about i e same reason. Herpresent millings afe considerably lo er . ; 1 those ef 'theboy. She-is about the same age and 'II evening school forabout the same reason, although' she is somewhat moreinterested in thd nonvocational courses,
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CHAPTER VI : CONCLUDING C6MMENTS,ON
CONTINUATION AND EVENING SCHOOLS

The continuation and evening schools represent extensions
of the program-of secondary education, as both groups of
pupils have educational needs not served by the regular full-
time secondary schools. As a group, pupils in the continua-
tion schools are lower in intelligence thap those in the full-
time school and they come from the lower socio-economic
groups. However, there is much overlapping of the two
groups. These pupils indicate that economic pressure was
the principal cause for leaving the full-time school, but there
are also indications of Lick of suAs in the regular school
program. The program of the continuation school varies
considerably witt the clommunity and with the objectives.
The objectives of the school relate to citizenship, to voca-
tional training, and to vocational guidance, aiming to facil-
itate the transition of the pupil from school to employment.
Vocational subjects predoininate in some schools while the
academic subjects are stressed in others. A great variety of
strbjects are included in the offerings of the schools repre-
sented in the study. As pupils remain in the full-time school
in larger proportions, it is to be expected that the number
of pupils in the continuation school will decrease. The latest
enrollment figures show an appreciable decrease over iarher
years.

The evening high school has experienced very rapid growth
irí recent years. Most of the pupils in these schools have not
had a full high-school training, although some are high-
school graduates. They are attracted to the evening school
chiefly for vocational training better to prepare tillemselves
for the occupation in which they are at t1ff! time employed,
or to prepare themselves for other occupations. Like the
continuation-school group, these pupils are drawn from the
lower socio-economic levels and they did not have the op-
portunity or did not take advantage of the opportunity for
training when they were of high-school age. As a group,
the evening school pupils are older than pupils in the full-
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

time high school or continuation school. A small proportionof them are completing their training for entrance to college.For the most part, however, these pupils will* not securetraining beyond the evening school. A wide range of subjectsis offered in these schools, including all forms of vocationaltraining offered in day schools and a great variety of academicsub j ects.
These two types of secondary schools serve pupils notserved by the full-time sécondary schools. They are utilizedmostly by the less-favored seitial groups and the developmentof the part-time schools represents real progress toward theattainment of genuinely democratic program of secondaryeducation.
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